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Veterans of Civil War Gather

Doth hoys are in fine fettle
and a lively go is promised. While
Clans is the favorite In the betting.
Mcrarland is not without his admirers,
many ot whom are willing to stake
in their money that he will he on his An
feet at the end of the twenty rounds.

Washington.

;

THOUSANDS

PARADE THE STREETS.

Medical Students at Kansas City

In-

dulge in a Riot.
.A

LABOR

STRIKE IN CITY OF CHICAGO.

Washington,
6. The
D. C, Oct.
latch Btring is on the outside and the
national capital has put the big pot in
the little one. Old glory was unveiled
to the breeze this morning and
thousands of visitors are expressing
their gratification at the warm,
and thoroughly hospitable reception tendered them by the people of
Washington. During Sunday local railroad men estimated that fully 30,001)
strangers arrived over the various
lines with terminals In this city. Today there was twice the confusion and
twice the crowds about the depots,
and up to noon the morning trains
had brought fully 50,000 additional
people to the city. While the Grand
Army veterans were In the majority
it was a notable fact that hundreds of
the arrivals were merely sightseers
attracted by the low excursion rates
and a desire to view the sights of the
national capital. All Sunday the streets
presented
a crowded appearance.
Sightseers were on every thoroughfare in the central portion of the city,
viewing the other people, the crowds,
the government buildings and tho de
corations and arrangements made for
the reception and entertainment of the
veterans.
Today tho crowd was several times
as large. Pennsylvania Avenue and
others of the principal streets were
crowded early. In the morning,, and
the most of the people who were out
were strangers. Every train arriving
in the city brought large increases to
the crowd, and at noon the crowds
In the vicinity ot the capitol and other
centers of attraction could be corn
pared only to the inauguration day
throngs. Here and there In the crowds
could be seen the neat blue uniforms
hats of men
and black
who wore those colors during the war,
and everywhere these gallant men
were noticed with great interest by
the crowds of people. Today's arrlv
als included large delegations from
New England, New York and Pennsylvania and from Minnesota, Illinois,
Iowa,
Indiana, the Dakotas,-Missouri- ,
Nebraska, Michigan and other states
of the West.
During the early part of the clay the
national officers of the G. A. It. and
affiliated organizations
reached the
city, together with other visitors of
note, and the escorts conducting them
from the depots to national encamp
nient headquarters formed the first
parades of the week. General Torr
ance, Commander-in-Chieof the
Grand Army; Commodore John O.
Shaw of the National Association of
Naval Veterans, Commander-in-Chie- f
Alexander of the Sons of Veterans
and other persons w ho are to figure
prominently in the events of the week
were accorded enthusiastic receptions
and during the day were greeted with
heers whenever they appeared on the
sin-cer- e

gold-corde- d

f

streets.

The first official number on the
week's programme took place this
afternoon when Camp Hoosevelt, the
group of huge canvases erected on the
White Lot for the various sessions of
the reunion, was tormally dedicated
and turned over to the veterans. The
dedicatory programme was an Interesting one and included patriotic
music by the Marine Hand and addresses by Chairman Henry H. F. Mc
Farland of the district board of commissioners, Secretary of State Hay
Torrance. The
and Commander-in-Chie- f
exercises began with an invocation by
Kev. W. C. Davenport and concluded
with the unfurling of the flag and a
guus.
national salute of tweuty-one

Student Cause Riot.
Kansas City, Oct. . Two riot calls
were sent to police headquarters today
to suppress incipient riots started by
2io medical students who smashed the
colwindows in the
lege and the Kansas City medical
For Lightweight Championship.
N. Y.. Oct. 6. Before the
International Athletic club tonight Joe
Gans will defend the lightweight
championship title in a
bout
with "Kid" MePartland. This will be
the fourth meeting between the pair,
Gans having received the decision at
the end of the 2o rounds in their first
contest, while the last two resulted
Buffalo.

'
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SHOT AND KILLED
Annoying

Little

Boy

Pep

pered With Shot.
Strike at Chicago.
Chicago. Oct. 6. Union men to the
number of 250, employed by W. C.
llietiehie & Co., paper box manufac JOHN COLLISTER IS THE VICTIM.
turers, went on a strike today for an
increased wage scale. Officials of the
union assert that the company's entire
500 employes quit work, but the offi Alfred Yaw, Who Was Annoyed, Hancers of the company say that only the
dled the Weapon.
men and a few girls have struck.
Farewell Sermon.
large congregation greeted' Rev.
Bunker at the Lead Avenue Methodist
Episcopal church yesterday at both
the morning and evening services.
Rev. Bunker was at his best and his
sermons were Interesting and appreciated as was shown by the close at
tention given by the congregation. His
text at the morning service was "Kept
as the Apple of the Eye," taken from
seventeenth psalm, eighth verse. In
the evening Rev. Bunker lectured from
the short but strong text "Having
Done All, Stand." Ephesians
A farewell will be tendered the retir
ing pastor by the members at the
church Wednesday evening.
A

BUFFALO

BILL'S INDIANS.

They Traded Their Beads for

Blankets

and Curios.
PROVEO GREAT TRADERS.

The rivalry which exists between
the different Indian tribes for costly
beaded garments, mankets and beau
tiful war bonnets Is very noticeable at
all times. But it was very plainly Manifested Friday uight when the Sioux
and Cheyenne warriors and squaws
with Buffalo Bill's Wild West sighted
the beautiful Navajo blankets which
decorated so prettily the interior of the
curio department at the Alvarado.
Colonel Cody made a special visit to
the Harvey curio department after the
Bhow, and waa surprised to find such
a costly and fine collection of blankets
and curios. While he was enjoying
the privilege of viewing the articles
brought to his notice, his Indians entered to look around and instantly took
possession of the curio department.
The place was changed into a trading
post immediately, much to the amusement and entertainment of the crowd
of spectators which were around at
tlie late hour.
If there is anything a Sioux Indian
loves it Is fine Navajo blankets. The
Sioux warriors becoming overwhelmed
by the beauty of the blankets began to
tra3e the beaded garments which they
wore for the blankets. One prominent
Indian chief cut the beaded traps from
his leggings and traded them on a
blanket. The blanket room at the curio
was filled to overflowing with Sioux
and Cheyenne who were pulling down
the great piles of blankets and turning
the well arranged room in one of the
greatest confusion.
An old Sioux Indian squaw seeing a
blanket that appealed to her sense of
beauty, ran behind a screen and took
off her beaded skirt and traded it on a
Navajo blanket.
Fine war bqnnets, beaded leggings,
costly wampum bags, beautiful beaded
skirts, hair dressers, and many other
healTed articles were stripped from the
bodies of the warriors, which adorned
them as they made tneir appearance
in the great arena at the Wild West
show and traded on the greatly desired
blankets. A bystander who witnessed
the activity In the trading post remarked that It was better than the big
show. The collection of beaded work
which was left in possession of Mr.
Switzer at the curio is very beautiful
and valuable. The Sioux are the finest
bead makers in the world.
Buffalo Bill, his party and many
others witnessed the trading with
great, interest.
The Indians were using every means
to secure the blankets as cheap as they
could. One big buck wore a fine pair
of Leaded leggings he wanted to trade
them for a $35 blanket. "I can't do
that," said Mr. Switzer, "for your leggings are only worth about $15, but I'll
allow $15 on the trade."
"All right." said the buck, "give me
the $15."
The Indians did not leave until they
had made a trade, and they departed
taking a great many One blankets,
leaving the curio in a state of confusion.
Sister Alexandria, of Cincinnati, has
arrived in Albuquerque to become Sister Superior in charge ot St. Joseph's
sanitarium, succeeding Sister Zita.
who has been transferred to Trinidad,
Colo.

THE

SHOOTING

WAS

ACCIDENTAL.

Saturday evening about 8:30 o'clock
John Collister, the 10 year old son of
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Collister, living at
1001 South Second street, was shot to
death by the accidental discharge of a
shot gun in the hands of Alfred Yaw.
The accident occurred at P. Maset-tl'- s
butcher 6hop, 911 South Second
street, at which place Yaw has been
employed as wagon driver and helper
the last eleven months.
The circumstances which surround
the sad and pitiful affair are peculiar
and should enlist
and unfortunate,
public sympathy for those affected.
The victim, witb, two playmates, was
playing at the corner of Atlantic avenue and Second street. In passing the
butcher shop they made some joking
remark to Jacob Padilla, a new boy
employed in the shop and who was
with young Vaw, and was cleaning up
the shop after the day's business.
It came out at the Inquest that Collister had stepped Into the door of the
shop and was saying "Look at the new
butcher." Vaw, who was working over
a block behind the counter, looked up
and told the boys to go away as the
shop was no play house. Ab the boy
continued to stand In the door and
make Joking remarks about him he
said "I'll get the whip." He went be- hind the refrlgeratbr, where the whip
was usually kept. He appeared in. a
moment with a shot gun and raising it
the gun exploded. The boy fell to his
knees, raised up again, took a few
steps into the shop and fell to the floor
on his face. Vaw, hardly realizing
what ha had done, dropped the gun
and taking the wounded boy in his
arms carried him to the Collister home
where he died a few moments later.
Vaw, in a dazed manner, returned to
the shop, cleaned up the blood on the
floor, put the gun back behind the refrigerator and went to his home on
South Third street, where he was
found by an officer, who conducted
him to the county Jail where he remained until this morning.
The dead body of John Collister
was taken to A. Borders' undertaking
parlors, where it was held awaiting
the inquest.
Inquest.
The coroner's jury inquest was held
in Justice Borchert's court this morning.
The following gentlemen served as
the Jury: Charles Grant, J. S. Beaven,
G. L. Altheimer, Leon B. Stern, Mike
Martinez and Jerry Driscoll.
Frank Fracarrolli and Joe McCaf-fery- ,
the boys who saw the accident,
were the first witnesses called.
The first boy would not talk much
and when he did his Ftory of the affair
contradicted that which he told City
Marshal McMillin.
Saturday night, after the killing occurred the McCaffery boy told a pretty
straight story. He said that he, with
the other two boys, had been playing
iu the street and were on their way to
the Santa Fe reading rooms. He said
that ho could not hear what young Collister was saying to the boys in the
shop, but was sure that Vaw was only
Joking when he got the gun. He testified as to having seen the eliot fired
and the boy fall.
Jacob Padilla, the boy working in
the shop, was the next witness called.
He testified that be and Vaw were In
the shop cleaning up and that he was
learning the business so as to work for
Masetti. while Vaw took a vacation.
He said that young Collister, accompanied by the other two boys, came to
the shop and was joking him about being a butcher. Collister stood In the
door and cried "Look at the new butcher." Vaw told them to go away and
Pasaid that he would get the whip.
dilla said this morning that he did not
see the gun fired and he does not
know how Vaw got hold of it.
Alfred Vaw was put on the stand in
his own behalf. He stated that he does
not know how he got bold of the gun
and did not mean any harm to John
Collister, as he and John were the best
of friends. He spoke of not feeling
well on Saturday evening and remarked the fact to the barber, who shaved
him a few minutes before the killing
occurred.
P. Masettl, for whom Vaw has keen
working the past year, testified to the

boy's honesty and morality. He said
that he had the utmost confidence in
Alfred Vaw and said that he was sure
the killing was purely accidental. His
testimony had considerable weight
with the jury.
Attorney O. N. Marron represented
the defendant at the inquest.
The Jury after deliberating about
ten minutes, through their foreman,
Mr. Altheimer, brought forth a verdict
that John Colister came to death by
the accidental discharge of a gun held
In the hands of Alfred Vaw.
The body of John" Collister, deceased, was viewed this (horning at A. Borders' undertaking parfors. The face.
neck and shoulders were covered with
shot wounds. It is thought that a
shot which entered the left eye was
the cause of death. The deceased came
to Albuquerque about six weeks ago
from Bluewater with his parents and
was a pupil of the Third ward public
school.
It has not been decided when the
funeral will occur.
Alfred Vaw Is the son of A. Vaw, a
carpenter who lived in Old Albuquer
que In the early days and Is eaid to
have done the finishing work on the
Hunlng castle. When the boy was a
year old the father died and since that
time Alfred baa made his home with
his sister, now Mre. Robert Miller,
1520 South Third strec t. Several years
ago he was kicked iu the head by a
horse and has not been considered
bright since, but Is considered honeBt
and a boy to be depended on.
Robert Miller, brother in law and
guardian for Alfred Vaw, has gener
ously and voluntarily agreed to pay
the funeral expenses of John Collister,
the boy killed.

DISTRICT COURT.
Engineer Elder on Trial for Obtaining
Watches Under False Pretenses.
The case of the territory vs. James
Elder, charged with obtaining a watch
from Samuel Vann , under false pretenses Is now on trlal At the adjournment of court this noon the prosecu
tion had not completed its case, but
from the evidence ahecy presented It
was shown that Elier, as an engineer.
had procured a watch from Jeweler
Whited, of Raton, on April 16, and
from Jewelers Vann and Maynard on
April 30. His first purchase at Raton
appeared to be regular enough, but
that at Albuquerque was very much
on the confidence order. It appears
that he was endeavoring to buy from
Vann, Maynard and Everett on the
same day, telling to each a slightly dif
ferent story. Vann and Maynard both
let him have watches, but on learning
by telegraphic advice from Superin
tendent McNally, of the Rio Grande vision, that Engineer Ellis was buying
watches as fast as people would lc
him have them the suspicions of Mr.
Vann were aroused and the defendant
was apprehended. A number of wit
nesses from out of town are present
Attorneys Stingle and Hlckey repre
sent the defendant.
In the district court Saturday after
noon E. V. Chaves entered a plea Of
guilty of murder in the second degree
for his client Juan Armijo y Ortega
who was charged wun the willful mur
der of Constable l'lacido Salazar in
Barelas last spring. Upon recommen
dation of the distrli t attorney the plea
was accepted by the court. Evidence
was Introduced by the defendant to
induce the court to make the sentence
the minimum.
Witnesses who t stifled ill the case
were: Clifton Hill. f Isleta; Sheriff C.
1
Blackington. of Socorro county;
Ramon Armijo and Uavlno Abeytla. all
of whom gave the highest testimony
as to the high character of the young
man. The judge pave Mr. Chaves an
opportunity to consult with his client
before placing him u the stand. The
further consideration of the case was
accordingly postponed.
The case of th territory against
Federico Serna. charged with murder
Attorneys
is set for trial Tuesday.
fend. Wednesday
Rodey and Owen
the trial of
has tw o murder
Sals, chained with murder,
and Francisco ('emzales y Molino, accessory before the fact. W. C. Hea-cocdefends both.
-i-

!
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Legs Cut Off.

About 4:3o oY! k this afternoon an
unknown man about 25 years of age
fell between the tiain near the stock
were cut off. He
yards and both
was stealing a rid.- anil In some manner fell un r th wheels. One leg
was cut off above the kn-- e and the
other ju:t helov. i knee. He was
hospital. While
taken to the St. J o
laying aid the tr e k the unfortunate
man scid 'J hope t .is will be a lesson
to otherj who att' capt to ttea! rides."
l.--

1

Marshal Fred
Deputy I'niti-McKeehan we nt t u. Paso Saturday
d iys.
night for a
fe--

ciiiiuiit 11. Sti: '. a neulth seeker
from New York ( .1 is stopping at the
Alvarado.
--

,

BIG

CONVENTION

fatally; A. E. Harvey, bridge foreman,
of Paul's Valley, I. T., probably fatally.

26G

GAUMJIIAKEN

Death of Noted Citizen.
Milwaukee. Wis., Oct. 6. Newton S.
Murphy, aged 69, a well known lawyer Severe
Damages
Earthquake
Irrigation Congress Convenes and
former partner of United States
Senator Matthew S. Carpenter, la dead
the Pacific Island.
at Colorado Springs.
at his home In this city after a three
weeks' Illness. Murpny was also at
one time proprietor of the Milwaukee
ARRESTED.
OFFICERS
DEATH OF NOTED WISCONSIN MAN. Sentinel. Death was caused from stom- AMERICAN
ach trouble.
President's Condition Satisfactory.
Washington, Oct. 6. Surgeon Gen Mysterious Movements of Mitchell,
erals Rixey and O'Reily, when Miey
the Coal Strike Leader.
left the white house this forenoon,
Territory With Fatal Result.
stated that the president was Improving and his condition was satisfactory.
PRESIDENT'S
CONDITION IS FAVORABLE. In answer to the question as to wheth- DEATH OF FAMOUS CHINESE VICEROY.
er another operation would be necessary. Surgeon Rlxey said he did not
Washington, Oct. 6. Acting Secre
Colorado Springs, Oct. 6. The tenth consider that it would.
tary Darling, of the navy department,
national irrigation congress opened at
Valencia County Delegates.
a cable message today from
2j'clockthis afternoon) undefcircura- - The republicans of Valencia county received
Rear Admiral Wildes at Cavlte, P. I..
stances especially auspicious. Great held a harmonious convention at Los transmitting the following message
significance Is lent to what will be Lunas today and elected the following from Captain Schroeder, naval gov
done this year through the fact that delegates to attend the territorial con- ernor of the Island of Guam:
the Irrigation movement has been vention at Raton; Sol. Luna, Jacobo
"Reported destructive earthquake at
taken out of the sphere of merely a Torres, N. Pino. J. C. Jaramillo, R. Guam September 22. No Americans
propaganda and given a national Im Garcia, Carlos Baca, J. Frank Chaves,
Damage to naval station esti
portance, through the action of the Sol Bibo, Carl A. Dalles, R. Mlrabal, mated at $23,000. Damage to Insular
last congress In passing a bill authoris- Victor Sals, Ceaser Sanchei.
public buildings and bridges, $22,000.
ing the proceeds from the sale of state
The delegation Is for B. S. Rodey for Authority Is required to purchase necpurposes
Irrigation
to
be
lands
used for
delegate to congress.
essary material for the Island to make
n the several
states. President
necessary repairs."
Thomas F. Walsh, of the congress, ar
FAIR
TERRITORIAL
NOTES.
:
rived in the city yesterday and found
MITCHELL'S MOVEMENTS.
everything In readiness for the three
days' convention. Delegates poured In
The Labor Leader Keep Hia Moveby every train and indications early In There Will be Some Extra Fine Floats
ment from the Public.
the morning were that this year's conWllkesbarre,
Pa., Oct. 6. President
gress would be the most largely at
in the Parade,
Mitchell, of the Miners' union, left hers
tended ever held. President Roose
at A:3) this morning, presumably for
velt sent a message of congratulation
Philadelphia.
and cordial sympathy yesterday, to be
INTERESTING SHORT PARAGRAPHS.
read before the convention.
Mitchell at Philadelphia.
Thomas F. Walsh, president of the
Philadelphia, Pa.', Oct. 8. The belief
national irrigation congress, in his ad
The floats of Montezuma and the prevails In railroad and coal circles
dress, took the "Humanitarian Aspect
that the mysterious disappearance ot
of National Irrigation" as his subject. queen will be beautflully decorated ex- President Mitchell from Wllkesbarre
paper
With
clusively
flowers,
more
and
praised
He
President Roosevelt for his
foreshadows an Important developmessage to congress on irrigation, say than 9,000 flowers will be used In dec- ment in the coal
strike situation. It
ing that It marked a new epoch In the orating the two floats. In decorating waa rumored that the man with whom
history of western America. Referring tho queen's float. 4,500 chrysanthe Mitchell conferred In this city last
to the importance to the country as a mums will be used. The color will be Monday was Martin Maloney, a close
whole of national irrigation, Mr. Walsh plntf and white. Work on the queen's friend and business associate of P. A,
said that It would some time provide float was commenced today: The float B. Wldener, and he came here today
a territory lor 1(10,000,000 people, on which Montezuma will ride in tri- for the purpose of again seeking MaThere is no field where benevolence umph will be built In secret. The col- loney. Nobody was able to locate
can accomplish so much aa In reclama ors of flowers used will be pink and Mitchell, however. Another rumor waa
tion of the great arid region. In clos white chrysanthemums with a touch of to the effect that he 'went direct to
ing he said the labors of the congress green here and there.
Washington.
Governor Stone was
by
completed
the
were
not
It If the purpose of the fair associa- closely watched at Harrisburg by those
up the sub tion to make the trades display and interested in the settlement of the
government
taking
contrary,
On
ject.
tho
the (lower parade the chief feature In the strike, but he gave no outward sign of
people must dedicate
themselves celebration of tho return of the Aztec any unusual movement in this direcanew to the advancement, must con emperor. To this end a prize of $50 Is tion.
tinue to use influence in keeping the offered for the most unique float In the
national plan, In locating the first res- trades display and a prize of $!i0 for
Another Rumor.
ervoirs to build where the conditions tho most attractively decorated vehl
Wllkesbarre, Pa., Oct. 6. It Is ruare perfect; in seeing that the farms clo in the flower parade. A. h. Bark mored here that President Mitchell
created go to actual settlers, and In su- lay, master decorator, arrived from went to Philadelphia to meet Senators
pervising the work In other ways.
Kansas City last w eek. He had charge Quay anu Penrose, who are representThe message read:
of the fine floral parade at the mid ing the president in an effort to end:
"Washington, D. C, Oct. 6, 1902.
winter carnival In El Paso last win the strike. It Is stated that Mitchell
Accept my hearty good wishes. Noth- ter. He desires that at least thirty will return here tonight.
:r
ing has been done In which I have vehicles be in line on Albuquerque (Jay
taken greater interest during my ad- to pass in review before the Judges'
Washington.
Will Visit
ministration than the inauguration of stand.
Washington, Oct. G. At headquar.
1
irrigation.
nationally aided
ters of the Federation of Labor, It was
"THEODORE ROOSEVELT."
Short Paragraphs.
stated that President Mitchell would
Morning trains have brought large
The entry of I. Haskins, of Beletl, not le in Washington today but probadelegates from Minnesota, Nebraska, iri the bronco busting and roping con- bly would be tomorrow.
f
Utah, Oregou, California and Arizona. tests was telephoned to tho secretary's
Declines to Discuss.
The New Mexico !i legation reached office yesterday morning by Col. John
Harrisburrr, Pa., Oct. 6. Governor
L. Bradford Becker.
the city yesterday.
Mr. Becker helreves that Stone will r.cither affirm nor deny the
Prince, vice president of the congress, Belen has a candidate for national report t!;:.t he has leen asked by Presbeing among those here. The person henors In rough riding contest.
ident Rootievelt to vail an extra sesnel of tills congress-- " 3 regarded by all
It has been Btated by the officers of sion of the general assembly to settle
those iu attendance as decidedly high- the fair association that the exclusive the cor. I strike. He declines to discuss
er in character than that of any previ- piivilege for the sale of confetti has the situation.
ous irrigation gathering. Thomas F. been granted to tlie Elks' lodge. This
Efforts to Compromise.
Walsh, presided of the congress, said is In return for the work which the
Washington, Oct. 6. In an earnest
this morning:
lodge will clo toward making the fair, effort to expedite the adjustment of
"1 look tor the most successful gath- and particularly Klks' day, a success.
the coal strike problem another conering in th j history of the irrigation
The famous twlrler, Cy Young, has ference over the situation was held at
movement."
been secured to pitch for El Paso, so the White house. ' No statement waa
The coii;;ic-topi red with Invocation fctates a card received from Dr. Allure.
out regarding the conclusions
by Dr. Ed v. ai d liraislln, pastor of the Also that Kid Nichols, who Is almost liven
reached. Every participant had abso
First Baptist church, of Colorado as great in his handling of the sphere. lutely refused to discuss what had takSprings. Addresses of welcome by
The racing board has changed the en place. Besides the president there
Governor Ounan, President D. F. Fair-ley- , classes of several races that have not we re present at the conference Secret'.' the Colorado Springs chamber been filled, to accommodate
foreign tary of War Root. Secretary of
of commerce; .Mayor John Robinson, axirsemen.
The following classes,
Attorney General Knox, Postof Colorado S. linns, and I. N. Stevens, which have not yet filled, will be open
Payne and Carroll D.
General
master
editor of tlie Colorndo Springs Ga- to entry until the night of October 9: Wright, United States commissioner
zette, for tlie press, were responded to 13, 25. 30 and
pace 13, 22, 29 of labor. The known facts are that thn
by President Walth, on behalf of the and
trot.
president reached the conclusion that
irrigation congress and the American
At a special meeting of tlie Elks he has nothing to expect save the re- Forestry association, which joins in Saturday night, the committee ap- fusal from further appeal to clal oper- this convention.
pointed a wo k ago were endowed with ntors and therefore decided to look feT
by
Addresses were made
Senator tne power to act in me matter 01 makfrom the situation to the miners
Patterson, Representatives
Bell and ing all arrangements for the celebra- relief
Shaftoth. of Colorado, and C. B. tion of Albuquerque day at the fair, tide.
llootue. or I .oh Angeles, Cal.. former and to carry out the plans for particiAmericans Arrested.
president of the congress.
The ap- pation in the grand parade. The Klks
London, Oct. 6. General Corbin.
pointment of committees closed the will have charge of the street carnival General oimg and John W. Gates had
atterr.jon program.
Friday night, of the mask ball at
an unpleasant experience with the
hall in the evening. They will English laws. Both on Saturday am!
also take an important part In connec- Sunday they were driving a car which,
TRAINS COLLIDE.
tion with the grand ban at the Alva- was stopped by the police who sumTho recep- moned the Americans for exceeding
Gulf Road Has Disastrous Wreck in In- rado Thursday evening.
tion, floor and other necessary commit- twelve miles an hour.
dian Territory.
Ardmore, I. T., Oct. 6. Two freight tees will be appointed by Mr. McKee
.
Dead.
trains on the Gulf, Colorado & Santa during the week.
6. Liu Kun Yl, the
Shanghai,
Oct.
sucalways
The
a
have
Klks
made
Fe collided near here today. Two memof Nanking, died toviceroy
famous
great
cess
events
of
all
various
their
bers of the crew were killed and five
day.
Injured, two perhaps fatally.
The and this will be no exception to the
dead are: John Couway, engineer, of rule.
Some one swiped D. J. Abel's chain-leCol. John Borradaile, grand marshal
Gainesville, Texas; J. M. Lottos, fireColumbia bicycle from in front of
man, of Gainesville, Texas. The in- of the parade, has appointed his as- Meyers-Abl- e
company's store on West
as
follows:
Assistand
aides
jured are: Thomas Vaughan, conduc- sistants
Railroad avenue this morning, and the
tor, of Gainesville, Texas, probably
owner Is red hot.
(Continued on page four.)
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The republicans of this territory are
going to march to victory this fall.
The appointed territorial officials
should all be placed under the national
civil service rules.

Senator Andrews can(be counted upon as an Important factor In the future
dispatches
afternoon
Press
Associated
politics of New Mexico.

largest City and County Circulation
The Largest New Mexico Circulation
Large' t Northern Arizona Circulation

President Itoosevelt has apparently

not been able to cause a settlement of
Copies of this paper may be found tiie coal strike, but everyone must give
'ashington In tb office of him credit for a sincere, honest effort
om file at
ftnr iniy1 rnrwnnnrtont. HJ. O. 8I
he has not playgara, 918 F street, N. W., Washington, to do so; and perhaps
yet.
his
card
ed
last
DC.
Mexico

New

from the

Fifty-Sevent- h

demands Statehood
Congress.

The Raton Range is now all printed

at home, and it is one of the best week
ly papers In the territory. The Range
has done Its full share In the building
of Raton, and It deserves the united
support of the people of that enterpris-

Terms of Subscription:
M OS
by mall, one year
I 00
by mall, six month
1 W
by mail, three monnu
SO
uy mall, one month
ing city.
7S
by carrier, one month
1
00
by mall, per year
WV!t.
The Cubans are looking out for their
delivered
THE DAILY CITIZEN will be
low rate of 20 cents per own by stipulating that no concessions
la the Ciy at the
per
6
when
cents
month,
or
week,
for
td monthly. T -- e rate are less than shall be granted In the Island unless
noe of any other daily paper In the at least 80 per cent of the labor em-

Velly,
Daily,
Daily,
Dally,
Dally,

territory.

For Delegate to Congress
B. 8. RODEY.

New Mexico has enough coal to
ply the United States.

sup-

IMPORTANT TRIAL
Benefit Ledge Being Sued for Unpaid
Insurance.
Sustfn Oosgrny, guardian ad litem of
Llllie S. McCarty, plaintiff, vs. the
grand lodge of the Ancient Order of
Union Workmen and Eugene Krlppell,
Rol.crt Jennings. Clark llitt and W. H.
Norman and all other members of the
grand lodge, defendants. Is tha title of
a case filed in the district court of this
county yesterday, says the Flagstaff
Sun. The case, one In which the
plaintiff sues to recover the sum of
$:!,000, the amount of insurance tarried in tne A. O. V. W. by John McCar-ty- ,
who lost his life in Miller canyon
in June, 1C01. by the explosion of a
gun. Mrs. McCart is a minor and
brings stilt through a guardian. The
attorneys for tho plaintiff arc Thomas
Armstrong, Jr.. of Phoenix, and E. E.
Ellinwood, of Prcscitt.
Tho A. O. U. W. refuse to pay the
death claim liecausc of Insufficient evidence of the death of John McCarty.
The money to pay the claim has been
collected from the members of the order, and the suit Is brought to settle
the dispute.
Mr. McCarty, at tne time of his
death, carried life Insurance policies
amounting to $20,000, all payable to
his wife.
The case will be an Interesting one,
as bcth sides will make a stubborn
fight. The case win be up for trial at
the April term, 1903.
Suits against other insurance companies In which McCarty carried policies, and on which payment has been
refused, will be brought.

JEMEZ A SULPHOtt HOT SPRINGS
STAGE LINE.
Carries the U. 8. man; only line with
a change of stock en route; good rigs,
horses and drivers; leaves Albuquerque every Tuesday, Thursday and Satployed by corporations shall be of na- urday at 5 a. m. For particulars adtive stock. All of which Is eminently dress W. L. Trimble i Co., agents, Alproper. Those who do not look out for buquerque, or J. B. BLOCK, proprietheir own are not likely to be looked tor, Jemcz.
o
out for.
Keep your ye oa Demlng.

At last the base ball season In the
east Is over, and no more games will
Over 61,000 patents were Issued in be played this year. So far as attend
ance is concerned the game has been
the United States last year.
a great success. Probably more peo
Every lodge In this city will keep ple have witnessed ball games this
open house during fair week.
year than ever before In the history of
the game, and the gate money taken in
All the territorial educational insti- has reached very large amounts.
tutions report excellent attendance.
The epidemic of cholera which is
Roswell Is becoming the garden spot ravaging the province of Iloilo, on the
of New Mexico. Artesian wells Is the island of Panay, and the great number
cause.
of deaths accompanying it. Is the most
distressing item of news lately receivThis city Is making ample provision ed from the Philippines. The mortality
durvisitors
to entertain thousands of
is said to exceed the total of that of
ing the territorial fair.
Manila, combined with that of all other provinces on the Island of Luzon, in
Every merchant In the city should which the dreaded disease first made
parade
be represented In the trades'
its appearance.
during the territorial fair.

It Is possible under Irrigation to proThe republican party does things
more on forty acres of the averduce
and it will dispose of the trusts to the age arid
lands than can be grown on
satisfaction of toe people.
eighty or a hundred acres In the huregion. Irrigation will give, or is
There will be music in the air at the mid
give, just enough moisture,
expected
territorial fair, four or five bands be while the tohumid
locality has too much
ing engaged for the occasion.
or not enough. Many millions more
inhabitants can be supported In the
Dr. H. K. Carroll reports the total of
western
half of the United States un'
church membership In the United
der national Irrigation than would
States In 1901 to be 28,090,637.
have been possible without it.
General Funston and staff will be
MITCHELL'S STATEMENT.
the guests of the city of Albuquerque
during the territorial fair next week.
President Mitchell has Issued a
statement In defense of his position
Official statistics show that during as president of the United Mine Workthe year 1901 no less than 8,681 mur- ers of America. It Is the defense of
ders were committed In European Rus- Mr. Mitchell; it is not, except Indirectly, the defense of the striking minsia.
ers. By this statement the president
The National Irrigation congress is of the united workers announces himin session at Colorado Springs. There self as the storm center around which
is a large delegation present from this the controversy rages. He does not
territory.
in this statement set forth the condition of the workers In the anthracite
county
The republicans of Sierra
coal region through figures, through
have nominated a strong ticket and data; he sets forth bis own Idea of
bope to redeem that county from dem- what that condition should be as an
ocratic rule.
Ideal. Starting with the appeal that
"the public has rights and interests
Last month the government receipts which cannot be Ignored with Impuniexceeded expenditures by $11,000,000 ty," and that "the public must be the
and the reduction of the public debt final arbiter of the coal strike," he
vas over $10,000,000.
closes with a protest against child labor and against the grinding condiPortales has one of the neatest news- tions which will confront future genpapers printed in the territory. The erations.
The "statement" Is on a
Herald is a credit to that young and hizh Diane, as have beon all of Mr. Mit
growing town. Long may It prosper. chell's public defenses, for the man is
a high minded man and not a direct
The operation of the national Irri- bleeder of anarchy as his opponents
gation law will eventually add some frequently assert.
60,000,000 acres to the agriculturally
productive lands of the United States.
TENTH IRRIGATION CONGRESS.
Many notable public gatherings have
The Citizen during the fair will conheld this year and the people have
been
it
and
day,
pages
twenty
each
sist of
s
will contain full proceedings of the been greatly interested in the
of state and congressional
great fair, and will be handsomely Ilconventions. But none of these is so
lustrated.
important or promises bo many bene" Coal, coal everywhere, but not a ton fits to the country at large as does the
to burn at reasonable prices. The peo tenth, annual Irrigation congress,
ple of the United States propose to which convened at Colorado Springs
find a remedy for these vamped up this morning.
Started only ten years ago the move-men- t
coal famines.
for the irrigation of the arid land
The El Paso Herald has secured the of the west already has accomplished
apAssociated Press telegraph report, and much. Congress at Its last session
beginning
the
for
$8,000,000
The
propriated
improvements.
many
other
made
Herald Is a good friend of New Mexico work and it is for discussing where
and has a large circulation in this ter- and how this money shall be expended
that the convention has been called.
ritory.
1 he national government now being
The republicans of Colfax county fully committed to the plan of reclaimgreat west
will make no mistake if they nominate ing the arid wastes of the
Jerry Leahy for the territorial council. will not turn from its task until milunder
He would make a valuable member, lions of acres have been brought permaand would do much good work for his cultivation and made to afford
nent sustenance for a vast population.
district.
The Colorado Springs convention will
Vast numbers of cattle contiuue to endeavor to stimulate the already act..rivo at tha nrinciDal live stock mar ive sentiment In favor of national Irri
re gation and suggest plans through
kets. Ninety thousand head were
ceived at the Kansas City stocn yarns- which the best results may be obtain
cat- ed.
last week, and the quotations on
pronun-ciamentoe-

National fcneampment G. A. R.
For the above occasion tickets will
be sold Albuquerque to Washington, D.
C, and return for $50.75. Tickets on
sale October 1, 2, 3. Final return limit
October 14, except by deposit of tickets
with joint agent and payment of 50
ber 3. Stopovers allowed Buffalo,
Niagara Falls and points east. For
other information, call on or address
F. L. Myers, agent A. T. & 8. F.

"Let the
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COLO DUST twins do your work."

The Store tho People Talk About

kiss
Cosmopolitan
Paper

Mail
Orders
Promptly
Filled

Patterns W,
None Higher
220

Even a marble bust can testify that

A

GOLD DUST
is a safe, sure cure for dirt. GOLD
DUST is unequaled for softening
hard water, and making quick, easy
work of all cleaning throughout the
entire household. It saves money
as well as time and labor.
Made only by

THE N. K. FAIRBANK COMPANY
new

Chicago,

St. Louis.

Boaton,

York,

Maker, of FAIR! SOAP.

"lie.

LEON B.OTERN.ProprilTor

Dress Goods Challenge
DRESS

THAT NONE DARE ACCEPT. THIS IS THE FASTEST GROWING
QUERQUE AND HERE ARE SOME OF THE REASONS.

extra

black MOInch
BROADCLOTH, 46 Inch all
wool IRISH POPLIN and 44
Inch all wool SEBASTOPOL.
They are all beauties and fully
worth $1.50, challengeQQ
price tomorrow per yd COU
fine

HAIR SICILIAN,

64

all-wo-

38 inch all wool BLACK SATIN PRUNELLA, 46 inch black
all wool WHIP CORD, 50 inch
all woo! STORM SERGE and
52 inch black habit cloth. All

splendid $1 values;
price tomorrow
per yard

IN ALBU-

STOCK

54 inch all wool finest SATIN
VENETIAN, 50 inch all wool
black BASKET CLOTH, 50 inch
all wool black MELROSE, 50
Inch all wool black CORKSCREW and 40 inch black silk
warp LANSDOWNE, Reade's
make, qualities that match any
thing In town, at $2 per yard;
challenge price to$1.25
morrow, only

BLACK DRESS GOODS
54 inch

GOODS

challenge

:..75c

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
ALL WOOL, BLACK CHEVIOT and
ALL WOOL BLACK STORM SERGE.,
Price tomorrow per yard
made to sell at

39c

h

ENGINEER.

MINING

V. V. CLARK,
Mining- - and metallurgical engineer, 108
Went Gold avenue, jv..juciirrque, N. M.
Specialties Keporte, nurveys end maps;
plana and reduction works; mines and
mining Investments; wronu band mining
machinery; custom assaying and analysis.

OSTEOPATHY.
Dr. Conner.
Port eradiate of Dr. A. T. Still's School
of Osteopathy, Klrkvllle, Mo. Lung trouble and all chronic diseases a specialty.
Office, Whitln
building, rooms il and
23; Automatic telephone, 164.

DENTISTS
Edmund J. Alger, C. D. 8.
306 Railroad avenue. Office hours,
8:30 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to
5:00 p. m. Telephone 462. Appointments made by mall.

LAWYERS

f rnard 3.

Rodey
Albuquerque, N
M. Prompt attention given to all business
pertaining to the profession. Will practice In all courts of the territory and before the United States land office.
ATTORN

Ira
ATTORN
W., Washington,

M. Bond

r.

C.

F street,

N.
Pensions, lands,
42

Our Ready Made Garment Section Has
No Competition
Only special lot of LADIES'
WRAPPERS, only 75 dozen, extra quality, fleeced flannelettes
and dark and warranted fast colors, separate shrunk waist lining, full size, new styles, deep
flounces, sizes 32 to 44, worth
regularly from $1.50 to $2; special price tomorrow
each
One special lot of LADIES'
FLANNEL WAISTS, made of
the very best botany flannel, all
pure wool in the newest style,
all colors, regular $3.00 value;
sale price to- tf 4 Q tr
morrow each
4JAOcJ

IOC

Your unlimited choice for
Monday only of any BABY CAP
In the house, 75 cents, and we
have the swellest that you ever
laid your eyes on; nothing reserved. In white and colored
silk handsomely trimmed caps,
worth to $3; take your'7f'ip
t
pick tomorrow at each

patents, copyrights, cavlats, letters patent, trade marks, claims.
William D. Lee
Miss Philbrick's kindergarten la now
ATTORNET-AT-UAOiQce, room T
located In the Commercial club build- N. T. Armljo building. Will practice U
ing. In addition to the kindergarten a all tlie courts of the territory.
few pupils may be taken In the priR. W. D. Bryan
20 pieces extra good OUTING
mary and Intermediate grades. A conATTORNEY-AT-LAAlbuquerque, N.
regular 10c grade;
FLANNEL,
Office,
H.
building
Bank
National
First
living
in
veyance will call for pupils
per yard
tomorrow
price
sale
Miss Helmbeck has
the Highlands.
Frank W. Clancy
7'2c
charge of the singing, which Is such a ATTORNEY-- .
LAW, rooms Z and I,
prominent feature in the best kinder- N. T. Armljo building, Albuquerque, N.1A.
gartens.
E. W. Dobson
ATTORNEY-AT-LAOffice, 4rora COX)CXXDCCOOCXXXX)COCXXXXX5
Boys' shoes a big assortment at M. well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
Mandel.'s.
John H. 8tingle,
ATTORNEY-AT-LACromwell blocs
Gentlemen I let uo take your meas- Albuquerque, N. M.
tailoring
new
Our
suit.
ure now for a
PHYSICIAN
pleases. Nettleton Tailoring Agency,
o
ti. J. E. Bronson
If In doubt where to do your shopHomeopathlo Physician,
Whiting Block.
ping for fall merchandise, call at The Room 17,
Just received a
Economist, as they carry the most
ARTHUR MACOMBE, M. D.
fresh lot of. .
stock of dry goods in the ter- Whiting Building.
Night Calls.
ritory.
HOTW TER BOTTLES
tor The Dally Citizen.
Curtains! vurtainsil Curtains!!!
We are poo wing up to date lace cur
Fountain and Bulb SyrTHOUSANDS SAVED BY
tains In Brussels net, Irish point. Araingesprices to suit your-self-50- c
bian nt, Nottingham, Bobblnet anu
IS
oiuslla. Albert Febar, 205 Railroad
to $3.00
--

Special in Waitings

We Challenge All
Silk Stocks

every yard
ceivable
color;
worth 50c; challenge QC
price tomorrow, yard
stfOC

to produce equal vaues. Get

25 pieces of ALL WOOL TRICOT FLANNELS in every con-

BARGAINS

New York samples; get Chicago
get San Francisco
samples;
samples; compare, and by doing
so you will find that our values
are Incomparable and unmatch-able- .

IN LINENS,

DOMESTICS AND
RUFFLED CURTAINS..- .-

black Peau de Soie,
wear guaranteed, at
'.75c
24 inch black Taffeta Silk,
83c
wear guaranteed, at
27 inch black Taffeta Silk,
98c
wear guaranteed, at
36 inch black Taffeta Silk,
$1.25wear guaranteed, at
21 inch black Satin Duchess,
98c
wear guaranteed, at
20-in-

70 inch unbleached TABLE
LINEN, heavy weight and satin
finish, well worth 75c;yfl Q
special price per yard..TfcOC

turkey red TABLE
warranted fast colors,
new patterns, worth 65c
OOw
sale price per yard
50 Inch
DAM ASK,

10 pairs of
TAINS, usual
price per pair
25 pairs of
TAINS, usual
price ptr pair
20 pairs of
TAINS, usual
proice per pair

qq

RUFFLED
price $1;

Special in Velvets
40

CUR-

the latest

color-

ings, black and white, and blue
and white metal prints, also
Persian effects, suitable for
waists and dresses,
regular
$1.25 value; challengeQQ
price per yd, tomorrow.

75c

RUFFLED CURprice $1.75; sale
$1.75

RUFFLED CURprice $2.50; sale

.lOO

$1.75

inch UNBLEACHED

pieces of SILK VELVETS,

in black and all

sale

10
3C

-

dozen extra heavy fringed

DAMASK
TOWELS,
price 35c; sale price,

MUS-

grade; sale
LIN, regular 8
price, per yard, Tomorrow. . . .5c
c

each, tomorrow

regular

25c

J.H.O'Rielly&Co.

...

avoue.

ihd

o

For Consumption. Coughs, Colds
BUSINESS LOCALS.
and all THROAT AND LUnG TROUBLES.
Deralng has Just been incorporated.
Demlng, the seat of tne n w county This wonderful medicine positively
of Luna.
cures Consumption, Coughs, Colds
Demirg is tne great mining center
Poncliiti3, Asthma, Pneumonia,
of the south wet.L
Investments in Demlng lots will Ha.' Fever, Pleurisy. LnGrinne.
g
double and treble In one year.
Hoarscness.SoreThroetandWhoop-InKlelnwort's Is the place to get your
Cough. Every bottle guaranteed
nice fresh steak. All kinds of nice
meat.
NO CURE. NO PAY.
Demlng baa now a large ice plant (RICE 50c. snd$1. TRIAL BOTTLES FREE.
and electrlo light system under con--

tract

In Demlng the aemand for rental
houses Is five times in excess of the
supply.
Demlng has an abundance of water
for Irrigating vineyards, orchards, or
gardens.
Buy lots and build In Demlng. Your
rental returns will be 20 per cent, on

Water and Oil Atomizers
of every description.
Come and examine.

WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSUR PASSED FACILITIES
THE

BANK

OF

ALBUQUERQUE,

N.

M.

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
M. S. OTERO, President.
W. S. STRICKLER, V. P., and Cashier, W. J. JOHNSON, Asst Cashier
GEO. ARNOT.
WM. MclNTOSH
SOLOMON LUNA
W. A. MAXWELL
A. M. BLACKWELL
J. C. BALDRIDGE
DEPOSITORY FOR ATCHISON, TOPEKA

&

SANTA FE RAILWAY

& CO.

J. H. O'RIELLY

Prescription Druggists

Corner 2nd St. and Gold Ave.

THIRD STREET

OCXXXXXXXDCXXXXOCOCOOCOOCO

Meat Market

JOE RICHARDS,

"3

CIGARS

if LAM

West Railroad Avenue.

KM1L KLEINWORT,

SAUSAGE fACTOCY.

MASONIC BUILDING.

wm. Glaesner,
Tailor.

....

N. THIRD 8TBHK7

Fast Time to St. Louis

Automatic 'phone 574

The Union
Market The

ml

OF

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.
CAPITAL, $100,000.00.

$25.03
To all points In California, Bakersfield

to San Francisco, on Santa Fe. Points
on Southern Pacific lines, Bakersfield,
and Hornbrook, San Francisco, San
Jose, Sacramento, and intermediates.
Tickets on sale September 1 to October
31, 1902. For other Information, call
the investment
In Demlng good sale loans can tx on or address F. L. Myers, agent A. T.
bad at better rates than In the old es & S. F.
tablished towns.
Just received a large shipment of
$45.00
Japanese and Chinese mutting. Albert To Monterey, Cal., and return, account
Faber, 305 Railroad avenue.
Demlng offers the same opportuni meeting National Wholesale Druggists'
ties now that the most prosperous association. Tickets on sale Septem
cities in the we-- offered several yeaa ber 30, October 1 and 2. Stopovers alago.
lowed both directions.
Final return
We are sole agent for Wheeler ft limit November 15, 1902. For other InWilson sewing machines, the best ou formation, call on or addresss F. L.
the market. Albert Faber, 305 Railroad Myers, agent A. T. & S. F.
avenue.
Demlng snips over 100,000 bead of
cattle annually; is the center of the
greatest breeding region In the south
west and cattle men all know this.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors. No.
205 South
First street, over the
Hyde Exploring Expedition store.
'
207 West Gold Avenue.
thorough
give
Is prepared
to
treatment, do hair dressscalp
ing, treat corns, bunions and ingrowing nails.
She gives massage
treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own preparations of complexion
cream builds up the skin and Improves
the complcion, and are guaranteed
not to be injurious. She also prepares
a hair tonic that cures and prevents
dandruff and hair falling out; restores
life to dead hair; removes moles,
warts and superfluous hair. Give ber
a trial, tone also has a very fine tooth
powder, which she guarantees to bu
free from all metallic substances. It
perfumes the breath, hardens the gums
and makes the teeth clean and wnue
it is highly recommended by all first
c'ats dentists. Also a face powder, a Wfc.. GOETTINQ
CO, Proprleoru
freckle cure, and pimple cure, and pile
cure. All of these preparations are
All kinds of Fresn Meats bandied,
purely vegetable compounds Give ber
Bauasge making a specialty.
a trlaL Automatic telephone tvu.

COMMERCE

2104

Sooth Second Street,
AlbngTierqu.

V Mei.

Metropolitan

Corner of First Street and
Railroad Avenue.
IT., rthancroil bnmlit find la now One
of the nicest resorts in the city. Best
of liquors served ai tne oar. imager
been on draught. Patronage solicited.
LUKE WALSH,
Proprietor.

The St. Louis Special now leaves Denver at 3 p. m. daily, arriving
at St. Joseph, 9:30 a. m.. Kansas City. 11:40 a. m., and S luls at
6:35 p. m. the next day.
Another good train for St. l.ouls leaves Denver at 10 p. m. daily,
arriving in St. Louis at 7:19 a. m., the second day.
The Burlington is the only line running its own trains over its
rails all the way from Denver to St. Louis. There U a certain
amount of satisfaction for the traveler In dealing with but one

1902

1882

& Co.
Pratt
Oia
agents
casino

Ticket Office, 1039 17th St

F. G.
Sole

brand
and
Dealers in

for
Canned Goods.

Staple and Fancy Groceries

214 South Second street.
Hlllsboro Creamery Butter Best on

Orders solicited.

earth

.

free tell

G

!fills?v

W. VALLERY, General

DENVER.

Agent,
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MRS. HULDAJAKEMAI1

POLITICS AT

SOCORRO.

Wife' of President Jakeman of
Llders of the Mormon Church, Republicans and Democrats Named
Salt Lake City, Utah,
County Candidates.
Lydia . Tinkham's
Vegetable Compound For Woman's PeriodicTnins.
REPUBLICAN RESOLUTIONS.
" Dear Mr. PiNKnAMt before I
knew of
com-men-

ds

K. lMiikliam's Vegetable Compound 1 dreaded the
approach of the time for my menstrual
period, as it would mean a couple of
Lj-di- a

MBS. 1TCLDA JAKEMAN.

days in bed with intense pain end suffering'. I was under the physicians
care for over a year without any relief,
when mv attention ws called to Lydia
E. l'inkhatn's Vegetable Compound by
nereral of our Mormon women who

liad been curvil through its use.
1
bepan its systematic use and improved praduaily in health, and after
the use of six bottles my health was
sompletely restored, and for over two
years I have hud neither ache or pain.
You have a truly wonderful remedy foi
women. Very sincerely yours, Mrs.

Hn.nx Jakemax, SnltLakeCity.Utah.'
45000 forfeit If abova testimonial It not fnuln.
Just ns surely ns Mrs. Jake-mn- n
was cured just so surely M ill
Lydia 13. Pinkhani's Vegetable
Compound euro every woman
.suffering from any form of fe-

male ills.
Mrs. Pinkham advises sick wo

:

men free. Address, Lynn, Mass.
THE BOYS' BAND.

Named After Hall & Learnard, the
Music and Piano Dealers,
"The Hall & Learnard band" will
be the name of the Albuquerque boys'
band in the future. The organization
has received much encouragement
from Hall & Learnard, the music dealers, and to show their appreciatlbn of
this support they 'have decided to
name the lAnd after the firm. The
band was organized by the boys of Albuquerque Eome six or eight months
ago and by hard work have progressed
rapidly. Geo. Leo Patterson was the
firstleader of the band. After Mr.
Patterson left the city Prof. Devine
accepted the leadership and good, substantial work has been the result. The
band has appeared on the streets of
Albuquerque a couple of times and everyone speaks very favorably of their
fallowing.

The question of uniforms is being
considered by the organization. It is
to be regretted that the new uniforms
cannot be secured in time for the territorial fair. However, the boys will
make their appearance
during the
fair in uniforms that will present a
very pleasing display. The new uniforms, which are under consideration,
win be something very fine, as Hall &
Learnard have offered their support
in securing uniforms that would be the
pride of any band. President J. H.
O'ltielly, of the fair association, has Intimated to the boys that their services
would be desirable during the fair.
This news has bepn very gratifying to
the boys. It Is quite a boost to their
ambition and has put much enthusiasm in the work.
There is promise of the band becoming a permanent organization in Albuquerque and the Hall & Learnard band
deserves the support Of every citizen.

ANOTHER
PIONEER,
Origin's

Disease and Diabetes
Are Positively Curable.

When tho San I'raucUi'o business men wore
t!.
l'ultun Couii ouucU they
heard that lr. C. I). Zuilo had twin llrlRbi'a
U'.i ase and tuuU-U'a- ,
and was given up as Incurable, and th- - j waltt d on him and rot him to
take It. Now fur the be qui-1-. Ibis lultor ai
written V mouths lutir:
"li."3 Purine St., Siin Kranrlsrn. Sept. 7. 1'.1.
lvur sir : 1 buvc conduced uiyown pharmacy on my own prowrty ou I'vilio St. for Tor-teitflit yearn, iteLco my uKsuciutt-nuuiltc
eomu of Ine t old
I h;.ii
ih
curunic HriuhlH lHsrase and
of lunj
In
fctaudtutr, which ?ot so
thai
j
of my uiedU'al filuuiN win
I'm I ti,t jud,:i;i-uthat thre uioiiihs would
tit end. We all
looked up:u lliy uit-rhuehtion of a etire a
empirical uud vixlouury. Itul I yluldid lo tlis
rarut taesH of tu parties, and tlm inhisteuey
oue of mv family, aud went ou tho Fulton
tf
ComiKjuud f, r Hn'hts Ifisuusu ns u test. Tht
.
tirst woek I improved, but ihouuhl it a
Hut unry week thereafter the improve'
The tiiue for the fatal end
xiiutit couiin'jed.
passed and lwas still rruwiutf Htrourer. Thil
coutiiiued till July, lieu the lust truce of boio
J suppose
alttumen aud mniir oisuppeured.
have Ktven tlte ( ompouuui, to a dozen, aud they
However uureaaouitblt.
all retorted fuvoruldy. cure
It may apiur. the
has bueu found.
If those iuterested e:tre to call at mydrut(
More 1 will be lu to tell all 1 know concern-ItHf- .
this imuort.t-'- t mttt'er. The diwovi ry it
Ktcoud otMy in iiutK'rtiiueo to the discover)
(if a cure i'jt

investlatlui;

Ullita

"Cabl

D.

Zeii.b.''

Medica'. vrorlis Sb'ree that Hrighl's I)isea4
nd Diabetes are incurable, but K per cent, arc
positively recovering under the Fulton Com
pounds. (Common forms of l.ldney complaint
nod retmatism offer but short rcsistunce.)
Price. (1 for tlin liriKhl's Disease and II tu tot
the Dial), lie Compound. John J. Kulton Co.
40 Montgomery street, San Francisco, solf
ccmpounders. I'ree tesis unula for patients

Descriptive pamphlet mailed.frea.
J. H. O'Rielly & Co., Sole Agents,

Albuquerque.

Abeyta. S. Alexander. C. O. Cnilek.
shank, Ricardo Abeyta, D. R. Babcock,
M. Cooney, John E. Griffith.

INDEPENDENT CANDIDATES.
Estevan Baca Puts a Ticket of Sorehead in the Field.
Seeing that his star as a republican
party leader had suddenly disappeared,
Estevan Baca held a "sorehead" convention, and nominated a straight
The republican convention of So- county ticket, which will be known as
corro county, after two nays' session, "Independent Republican Ticket." It
Is understood that the Estevan Baca
adjourned late Friday afternoon.
Tho fusion movement, as stated lr rump convention endorsed Rodey for
a brief dispatch published in The Citi- renomination as delegate to congress,
zen Thursday afternoon, was defeated, and Senator Andrews for the terribut both the republican and democratic torial council.
conventions endorsed the candidacy of
"It was almost a miracle. Burdock
Hon. W. H. Andrews, president of the Blood
cured me of a terrible
Albuquerque Eastern & Santa Fe Cen- breakingBitters
out all over teh liody. I am
railways,
tral
tor territorial council very grateful." Miss Julia FUbrldge,
from Socorro and Sierra counties.
West Cornwell, Conn.
The Resolutions.
The committee on resolutions in the
BEAR STORY.
republican convention submitted the
following resolutions,
which were Dr. Cams and W, Y. Walton are Tree
adopted:
Climbers.
Your committee on resolutions beg
A pretty good story comes over the
leave to submit the following report mountains from Eastvlew
alniut that
anu recommend for adoption the fol recent bear
hunt in which W. Y. Wallowiug:
ton and Dr. Cams were principals. It
We, the republicans of Socorro coun- seems the gentlemen
named went to
ty. New Mexico, in delegate convention the
mountains with understanding that
assembled at the city of Socorro, this two young men of the neighborhood
2d day of October, A. D. 1902. pledge were to join
them at night. The young
ourselves anew to the great funda men were a little late arriving.
Just
mental principles of the republican before their arrival a big black bear,
party, that, with wise administration, sympathizing
gentlemen in
with
have brought to America unexampled their futile attemptstheto locate him,
prosperity and excited the administra- came boldly out of
the bushes to the
tion and wonder of the civilized world, spring, near which they were camped,
party
the democratic
of the United for a drink.
State only excepted.
From this point stories differ but the
We endorse the eminently success- best authenticated account is to the
ful and statesmanlike administrations effect that the doctor went up one tree
of William McKinley and Theodore audibly writing a prescription
Roosevelt, and point with pride to the
as he went and Mr. Walton
wise things they have done and the went up another tree to ftd it. Bruin,
unwise things they have left undone.
whose knowledge of Latin by reason
As to the two comparatively
new of his acquaintance with the native
problems of trusts and labor versus tongue, rightly guessed
their occupacapital, we stand with our two great tion by their jargon, wisely concluded
leaders, Roosevelt and Hanna.
to vamose and when the expected
We commend the faithful, honest young men arrived they heard bruin
and persistent efforts in behalf of the muttering as he went up the hill that
people of New Mexico of our eloquent tho bullets of city nimrods possessed
and Buave delegate in congress, Hon. no terrors for him, but the result of a
B. S. Rodey, and instruct the terricombination between a druggist and a
torial delegate to be chosen by this doctor would paralyze even a bear's
convention to vote for his renomlna-tion- . constitution with which piece of logic
he disappeared over the mountain,
We commend the good work of our leaving the bold hunters from the
last member of the territorial council Duke City to wonderingly ask each
from this district, Hon. C. G. Cruick-shan- other the question, "Why are we
who, as chairman of the com- here?"
mittee on finance, was a watch dog of
Neither of the gentlemen interested
the territorial treasury anu was proof denies the story.
as well against improper blandishments as against threats of political
"Watch the Kidneys."
annihilation.
"When they are affected, life Is in
We commend the faithful and eff- danger," says Dr. Abernathy, the great
icient services of the republican off- English
physician. Foley's Kidney
icials of this bounty.
Cure makes sound kidneys.
We pledge our nominees for memo
bers of the legislature, in the event of
For uver Sixty Years.
election, to work and vote for a terriAn old and well tried remedy.
Mrs. Wlnslrw'a Soothing Syrup has
torial statute requiring all classes (ST
property to be assessed for taxation in been used fjr over sixty years by
the county where the same is located, millions of mothers for their children
while teething with perfect success.
regardless of tho owner's residence.
It soothes tho child,
the gums,
We further pledge said nominees to allays all pain, cures soften
wind colic, and
vote and work for a division of this is the best remedy for diarrhoea. Is
judicial district into at least two dis- pleasant tc the taste. Sold by drugtrict attorney districts, to the end that gists in every part of the world.
cents a bottle. Its value
the business of the territory and coun- Twenty-fivty may bo more promptly and eff- Is incalculable. Be sure and ask for
Mrs.
Soothing Syrup, and
Winslow's
iciently dispatched.
no other kind.
take
We again appeal to the congress of
the United States for permission to
ANOTHER ATTRACTION.
change the name of the commonwealth
In which we live to that of the "State Albuquerque to Have an Industrial Inof New Mexico," and pledge our earndian Village.
est efforts In helping to bring about a
An Industrial Indian village will be
so devoutly to be the next lr.tereSung addition to
consummation
wished.
A Citizen reporter was inBacked by a record that is known of formed by Herman Switzer, manager
all men and with the pledges here of the curio department at the
,
made, we confidently appeal to the ina letter
received
he
has
Just
that
telligent voters of this county for their
stating that the Indian blanket weavsupport. Respectfully submitted.
ers and pottery makers, who are to
H. II. HOWARD,
come from north of Guam, are ready
WILLIAM GARDINER to
start.
ALIJO GL'RULE,
A sivall tract of land near the city
I).
J.
CARlilLLO,
will be purchased for the borne of
CA.V1LO BACA,
these skilled artists. They wiil be perCommittee.
mitted to build their own homes aftei
their own style. There will be several
COUNTY OFFICERS.
Navajos, who will build their hogans,
A Winning Ticket Named, with Black-ingto- and live as is their native custom. The
Pueblo Indians, who will make the
for Sheriff.
The repulilicans, in convention, fancy pottery, will be permitted to
build their adobes. The silversmiths
named the following county ticket:
For the Legislative House H. II. and basket weavers will build homes
in the village. The weavers, pottery
Howard, Mtinuel S. Pino.
and basket makers will be changed
Sheriff Dr. C. F. Blackington.
from time to time, each chanse will be
Assessor M. Cooney.
Treasurer and Collector Al.ran made for more skilled workmen. Some
of the Indians will be brought from
Abeyta.
San DominRO, Acoma, and Santa Clara.
Proliate Clerk F. M. Miera.
Thtt Indians from Santa Clara are
Probate Judge J. F. Santillanes.
County School Superintendent
R. adept lu fdack pottery making, and
those from Acoma make the decorated
L. Babcock.
Commissioners Alojandro
Gunile, jars. The new arrivals will have assistance in building their homes, ana
G. E. Baca.
every effort will "be put forth to make
them as attractive and artistic as posDEMOCRATIC NOMINEES.
sible. It will be an industrial village
Candidates Named for the Socorro of the highest type, only very valuable
County Offices.
curios will be produced. It will greatThe democrats, after refusing to ly add to the fame Albuquerque Is acfuse, named the following county of- quiring as one of the greatest curio
ficers:
stations In the country. Some of the
For the Territorial House E. W. Indians will arrive before the terriEaton.
torial fair, and the selecting of the site
Sheriff Leandro Baca.
of the village and the erection of the
Assessor Benjamin Sanchez.
hogans and dobes will be commenced
Treasurer and Collector Hermene at once.
C. Baca.
The Navajos have their summer and
Probate Clerk Boleslo A. Pino.
winter hogans. The summer hogans
Probate" Judge Mauricio Miera.
are built by erecting poles and covered
County School Superintendent
A. C. with branches and leaves, and the winTorres.
ter hogans are more In the nature of
Commissioners Al.ran
Contreras, a mud dohe, being a dugout covered
Carpio Padilla.
with mud. Each representative will
Surveyor W. W. Jones.
live after the custom of their native
village, which will make the village as
Delegates Chosen.
interesting as the curios, which will
On motion delegates to represent So be produced.
corro county at the territorial convention which meets at Raton, October 10,
Only one remedy in the world that
to nominate a candidate for delegate will at once stop itchiness of the skin
in congress were elected as follows:
in any part of the body. Doan'g OintCamilo Baca, J. M. Allen, A bran ment. At any drug store, 60 cents.
absent-mindedl-

e

Allai-querqu-

Alva-rado-

n

y

UNIVERSITY NOTES.

THE ECONOMIST

Mrs. Hadley, whose generosity made
possible the Hadley cllmatologlcal laboratory, has shown her Interest In the
research work of the university by donating $100 to be used In publishing
the bulletins of the laboratory. The
observing and recording of trustworthy data on the superb climate of
New Mexico is work of Interest to
every true citizen. Tne special experi
ments on animals, that have been In
progress for the last two years, for
determining the effects of sunlight and
other factors on the blood, are of spe
cial Importance to the healthseeker
and to members of ':ie medical profession. Still the Importance of having
this work done In our midst instead
of some other city of the territory Is
patent to all loyal Albtiquerqueans. It
is, therefore, not only the working
fetaff of the cllmatologlcal laboratory,
or the regents, faculty and students of
the university, but all the citizens of
Albuquerque, that are grateful to Mrs.
Hadley for her gift.
The series of lectures on music given
by Professor Walker at assembly on
Wednesdays are of exceptional merit.
The Choral club meets for practice
every Tuesday evening In the rooms
of the School of Music, library build
ing. This is a splendid opportunity for
music lovers to secure valuable In
Seven additional names
struction.
were added to the roll of members last
meeting. Come as a visitor next Tues
day evening.
Motners.
Who keep their children In good
health, should watch for the first
symptoms of worms, and remove them
with White's Cream Vermifuge. It Is
the childrens' best tonic. It gets diges
tion at work so that their food does
them good, and they grow tip healthy
and strong. 25 cents at Cosmopolitan
Pharmacy. B. Ruppe.
o
COMING EVENTS.

October

at Raton,

10

Republican

THE ECONOMISE

The Economist
ALBUQUERQUE,
Shoes, Clothing or Cr.

NEW MEXICO.
.rlet But Everything In the
Dr; . r.oda Line.
Agents for McCal' Dirt"- All Patterns 10 and 15 cts.
Mail Order
d Filled 8am Day a Received.
Solicited
No

i.

THE ECONOMIST IS THE PLACE FOR LADIES', MISSES' AND SHILDREN'S CLOAKS, SUITS AND
FURS. THE REASONS ARE: BETTER 8TYLES, BETTER MATERIAL8, BETTER MAKES AND
BETTER VALUES THAN ANYWHERE ELSE FOR THE SAME MONEY. (See our window display.)

convention

October
Territorial fair, Al
buquerque, N. M.
October
with exception of 20
Oberly Stock company at Colombo
hall.
October 20. "A Wise Member," at
Colomlio hall.
October 30 Sousa's band, Colombo
hall, Albuquerque, N. M.
14-1-

17-2-

description arriving daily In all the
newest
materials
hub yarn effects,
mannish cloth of every
description, pebble cheviots and plain cloths all
man tailored and well fitting garments
an Immense
assortment to
choose from In all the
new leading colors tot fall
flbe-line- s,

Suit made like cut illusIs a Ladles'
Walking Suit made of
grey melton, heavy weight
skirt tinlined, stitched
with 9 rows of stitching
jacket silk lined comes
In three shades, greys and
oxfords regular $12.50 suit.
Special This Week

trated here

Jjl

$10.00

Our Special No. 1 Suit trimmed value, $12.60 to
well made Jacket
all wool nicely tailored and
lined with silk and moire made of Panama Cloth In
$15.00 The sale
continued at . . .

$10.00

Have your house well ventilated by
using a Peninsular base burner.
Whitney Company.

and

20

,

HQ :L

inch

27

lengths; loose, half
tight and tight fit
ting; price range
from
$4.35 upwards.

Ladles' ' Monte
Carlos, like cut here
Illustrated, made of
good quality kersey, satin lined, 30
inches long, velvet
collar,
the new
KImona sleeve, all
seam strap covered,
colors: tan, castor, blue, red and
tf f
DU
black
Monte Carlo Coats, made of fine broadclotn,
meltons and silks, handsomely lined
throughout with fancy silk, up from. . . $ J
Silk Monte Carlos, trimmed with fancy braid,
length, black.
satin lined,

4iZ

cr

250

$20.00

ONLY

Silk Coffe Jackets, both tight and loose fitting,
lined with white satin handsomely trimmed with
braid, black. Only
$12.50 and $15.00
Ladles' Capes, made of Kersey and Melton, in
all the new shades, lengths and new cloths.
at $12.50 and $15.00.
at $10.00.
at $15.00 and $20.00.
h

h

h

Fursl Furs! Furs!

Children's and Infants' Cloaks

Pelerines and Scarps, as Illustrated, In all length
and kind of fur.
36 inches long, Electric
Seal, up from
...$1.50
45 Inches long, Electric
Seal, up from
$2.50
Nutria (imitation beaver)
Scarf, up from
$3.50
Natural Grey Fox Pelerine
with 4 tails, up from . .$5.00
Opossum Scarf, with 2
brush tails, up from. .. .$7.50
Genuine Mink Scarf, with
claws, up from
$10.00
Fur Caps, made of Astra-chafull 27 Inches long, fine
quality fur, satin lined, up
from
$17.50
Electric Seal Fur Cape, 30
Inches long,
good heavy
weight, satin lined, up from

and avoid the rush at Futrelle's Furniture Co.'s Get your extra cots, bedding, etc. Everything to furnish the
house.

"CIAMOND ICE "

Jackets,
and double breated styles,
Ladles'

In single

$7.50

o
Call Early

Acorn base burners. The world's
standard. Whitney C'omapny.

gar-ment-

Special Suit No. 2 Heavy Etamtne Suit In all colors
and sizes, 32 to '40, well made and nicely trimmed
with band of taffeta regular $10.00
Special
suit.

blood-purifyin-

STOVE WORK.
Go to E. J. Post & Co. to have your
stove work done and get a good Job by
competent mechanics.

This department Is
crowded with all
thenewest In ladles
s.
and childrens

Of every

Do You Want to Yawn?
Feel cold shlverings, aching in the
bones, lack of energy, headache, and
great depression? These symptoms
may be followed by violent headache,
high fever, extreme nervousness, a
condition known as malaria. Herblne
cures it. Take it before the disease
gets a fair hold, though it will work a
cure In any stage. J. A. Hopkins, Manchester, Kansas, writes: "I have used
your great medicine, Herblne, for several years. There is nothing better
for malaria, chills and fever, headache, biliousness, and for a
tonic, there Is nothing as good."
50 cents at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy
B. Ruppe.

Peninsuiar base heaters burn less
fuel, give more heat and ventilate your
rooms. Whitney Company.

Our Cloak Department

Tailor Made Suits....

,

N. M.

THE ECONOMIST

$15.00.
P

Furs by the yard,
from

In all

the prevailing styles,
25c a yard

THE ECONOMIST

The largest line of Infant' and Children'
Jackets,
length and
Full Length Coat ever
brought to Albuquerque, every shape, every
style and every color
made from white to
black.
Eiderdown Claoks, satin trimmed, at.. $1.50
Eiderdown Cloaks, fur
trimmed at
$2.00 and up
Cloth,

satin

trimmed

with

ribbon...;...,

$2.00 and up
Coat, made like one Illustrated here, of Buele
Cloth, with large cape,
3 to 8 years old-- , a reg
colors: green, red and

$3.00 coat;
brown, only
Mlssess Tan Kersey Full Length Coat,
trimmed with braid, new bell sleeve,
all sizes from 6 to 16 years; only....

$3.50
nicely

$5.00

THE ECONOMIST

THE ECONOMIST

t

There will be a wide range of styles in

Winter Overcoats This Season

o

Ladies' waists anil colored shirt
waists at less than 'i price at The
Economist.
Answer mis Question.
How could tue manufacturers of the
hish art clothing, sold by us, they being one of the leading houses in the
United States, gtianuitee their goods
ns tiiey do, by a m. t Iron Insurance
policy, unless their j,rood3 were perfect? Simon Stein, the Railroad Avenue Clothier.

Hart Schiffocr

& Marx.
Hand Tailored

m penny saved is two pence clear,"
said our old friend, Henjamin Franklin. Remember its money in your poc
ket to come here Thursday, Friday and
Saturday three gn-a- days and theie
Is no use arguing about it. We would
sooner g've goods away than pack
them away. Lion Store.

New dress goods at. The Economist
as follows: New waitings, plain and
novelty zibelines, new snowflaked
new Scotch novelties, new mannish cloth In great variety, new basket
weaves, new coronation suiting, new
turne suitings, new broadcloth, new
camel hair suiting, new plaids, new
silk-wocrepe de chene.
nov-jltie-

We refer particularly to tho
lengths of the coat We
show in our new coats a full
assortment not only of
lengths, but of styles of making. Some of our swagger
coats are 44 and 43 inches
long. The way for you to
find out which style you like
the best Is to step in for a
few moments and try on a
coat or two.
It will cost you nothing to
do so.
The extremes and the
the best choosing of
fabrics and shapes are here.
We're selling more overcoats than any other store in
town. We wouldn't If ours
were net the best- A

PRICE

RANGE

HartSduffocr

& Marx
Hand Tailored

Mm

fill

Hi

:T1

FROM

r.

$8.50 to $25.00

MADAME PHILIPPS.

and every price a right and
satisfactory one.
fciw

COME

AND

md

tm l

SEE.

IMA

DUNLAP HATS
No. 213 Soutii Second Street.
Is cloning out her air dressing and
I

Switches, wigs
manicuring parlor
and baus, powder-- , creams and hair
tonics all will be bol at a treat
!

Suits Made to'Order...

--

HAWES $3.00 HATS- HATS.

--

STETSON STIFF

AND SOFT

M. 1V1ANDELL

THE ALBUQUERQUE
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The social given by the Fraternal
TERRITORIAL FAIR NOTES.
DO YOU
Brotherhood Friday night to those" of
their members who were recently marHeartily and enjoy It, or does your
ried was a Jolly affair. There was not
(Concluded from page one.)
food lay heavy In the stomach, causing
a very large crowd out, but the novelty
Belching, Heartburn and Sick
of the entertainment and the necessity
ant marshals. Dr. L. H. Chamberlin, L. Nausea,
Headaches If It does, try a dose of
of giving the young people good adP.
Barns
F.
Col.
H.
H.
Grande.
Tiiton.
vice, made the time, as well as tne re- and
Hostetter's Stomach Bitters before
Jesus Romero. Messrs. Chamber- each
freshments, pass very quickly. This
meal. It will tone up the stomof
charge
the
and Grande will have
ach,
putting a premium on getting married lin
the digestive forces and
stimulate
society divisions; Messrs, Tiiton and
cure these ailments, which if allowed
will imltirrj some of the backward to
mechan
Barns,
and
of
the
merchants
'
hurry tip. so as to be ready for the
to continue will develop into chronic
'
ical divisions; Jesus Romero, of the dyspepsia.
'
celebration.' "
Try it today and notice the
next
Rowe
W.
B.
down
Twltcnell
went
to
the
Old
Town
oi
Members
division.
The devotional exorcises of the yesterday evening to look after his
G. M. Goodwin has brought suit In
Improvement.
E.
Major
J.
staff, Capt. W. E. Dame,
synod of New Mexico Saturday after- mining matters.
Cllfax county district court agalnrt
Elder. Major and Surgeon J. F. Pearce,
HOSTETTER'S
J. M. Shirley returned Sunday after- James McBride, to eject him from a Capt. J. H. Stlngle, Capt. F. H. Strong,
noon was led ly Rev. George Logle.
noon from his trip to Colorado to at- certain parcel cf land and real estate and honorable guest. Major Hardle,
Re. Robert Craig, the synodical
brother-in-law- ,
situated In said county. He asks $500 The grand
Mr.
STOMACH
BITTERS.
was introduced to make his tend a sick
marshal Is working hard to
damages, also.
before
gentleman
had
died
The
success,
and
parade
make
grand
the
a
annual report.
L. J. Bauer, a ranchman at Fort Ungot to the ledslde.
BASE BALL.
he will succeed.
Statistics were presented and the Mr. Shirley
ion, will ship six car loads of cattle
Sunday
C.
afternoon
P.
Crews
left
In
was around
every
the
three
church
Bookmaker
Mark
Hanna
condition of
Mr.
Bauer
days.
few
a
in
market
to
National League.
a line on
presbyteries was given mention. There for Raton, where he has secured a po- is the
keeping only his finest Hcrofords, the stables yesterday gettingacquainted
At Pittsburg-Pittsb- urg
congregations In sition on the Gazette.
local
getting
horses
and
are now sixty-thre11
which he can care for through the win- with
He was on the
their owners.
the whole synod, of whih twenty-seve- n Serapio Romero arrived here Sunday ter.
2
Cincinnati
recent
during
the
at
track
Roswell
are American, thirty Spanlsh-Amerlca- afternoon from 1 oreon to see the home
foot ball team Is pracNormal
The
PhllippI
Zlmmer;
and
Batteries:
having
says
they
been
have
He
folks.
to
was
a
credit
Ine total
and six Indian.
ticing. The lineup is somewhat light, fair, and says the show
Beckley, Seymour, Vickers and Plet.
membership is 3.753, a gain of 358 very cold weather In Toreon.
boys think they can make up the town.
COOOOOOOCOOCOOOOOOCOOCOOCO
but
the
,
At Boston
An artist at the carpenter shop of
Herman Ilfeld left Sunday for Kan- In good playing what they lack in
In the last year, and almost a three5
Boston
superyears
eagle
to
wedding
W.
of
W.
Strong
five
building
In
prepare
the
the
is
sas
his
gain
City
the
to
for
fold
weight ana still hold tne cnampionsnip
2
New York
be used by Montezuma.
there on the 15th. The family here, of the territory.
intendent's incumbency.
We are making especial bargains
Batteries: Malarkey and Kittredge;
thirty-seveministers In and Louie lifeld. of New York, will
There are
Mayor
K. D. Goodall has appointed
who wi3h to prepare for fair
for
those
and
Bowerman.
Matthewson
evangelists, leave Thursday for Kansas City to atthe synod, twenty-twM. Cunningham and J. K. Martin as
HALL'S NEW JOB.
Second game
you wish a new bed, matweek.
twenty-threschools with fifty-fiv- e
If
tend the wedding.
ity delegates to the national Irriga
1
Boston
Edward Gehring left Sunday for tion congress wuich will meet next
teachers with 1,100 pupils. To home
or
tress
springs,
a new rocker, or anyLum" Will Have Charge of Indians, New York
5
missions last year was given $1,451, to Denver to attend the big carnival week at Colorado Springs. The board
Mo-rathing
in
our
Payers
at
just remember we
line
Ball
Soldiers
and
and
Kittredge
Willis,
Batteries:
foreign missions $ 1G.G23, to other pur- which comes off there next week.
of trade and board of county commisthe Fair.
MeGinnity and Bowerman.
have the largest stock to select from of
Capt. W. C. Reld left this afternoon sioners did not make appointments.
poses 148.841.
The fair executive committee, in
At St. Louis
Two new churches have been estab- for Las Cruces to attend court, which
any Arm in the territory at right terms
The divorce mill has been grinding
4
lished in the presbytery of Arizona, at opens there Monday. Most of the cases in Colfax county. Ada rhllllps com- looking for a good man to handle cer Chicago
and prices. Call and inspect our stock
ap-4
fair,
has
' ' St. Louis
Chloride and at Tucson. Nine churches before the court are Chinese cases, plains that Harry Phillips, her hus- tain attractions at ...e
Game was called on account of darkof the synod are now self sustaining. there being crooked work in the Issu- band, has abandoned her and will not pointed C. C. Mall, familiarly known
throughout the southwest as "Lum, ness.
All but three of these have become In- ing of their certificates.
contribute to her support. She sayb,
InBatteries: Yerkes and Weaver;
dependent during Mr. Craig's term.
W. M. Berger the populist editor of also, that Harry is a drunkard and she to have exclusive charge of the
and Kllng.
The work among the Pima Indiana the "republican" sheet, the Capital, at feela life is unbearable with him and dians, soldiers and base ball players
by Dr. Cook and his assistants was Santa Fe. was over Saturday to the wants the court to officially sever their during their stay in the city. If it is
FOOTBALL.
the wish of the Indians to have tepees
The speaker re show, and returned today.
highly spoken of.
matrimonial connections.
At New Brunswick, N. J.
constructed, Mr. Hall Is supposed to
gretted that the government had as
father-in-laDr. E. B. Shaw and wife left today
of
Peck,
Charles S.
the
43 OOOOCOOCXXXDCOOCOO
pull off his coat and start to work; If Columbia
yet taken no steps to relieve the hard-ehlp- s for St. Johns, Kan., on a visit to Mr.
. B. Bunker, of this city, died at his
0
resulting from the scarcity of Shaw's mother. Dr. Shaw will also home In San Francisco, Friday. Mrs. the soldiers desire stimulants in bar Ruttgers
FAMILY MEDICINES.
Philadelphia
Howtroughs
for
their
or
a
At
few
water
rels
building
a
reservoir.
by
Don't save pennies to lose dolvater,
attend the meeting of the Santa Fe Bunker was with him when he passed
17
horses, tho obliging "Lum" must get University of Pennsylvania
ever, he hoped that action would be railroad surgeons to be held the 9th away.
lars don't be too economical
0
College
to
State
the
attend
on
a
and
himself
hustle
when your health's at stake. We
taken soon. The work among the and 10th at Topeka. He will read a
H. Peterson, who went with
Peter
At Princeton, N. J.
Navajos of Arizona was reported as paper on a "Plea for More Careful the Las Vegas boys In company F to matters forthwith; if the base ball
sell drugs and medicines at reaAfter failing to score against Lehigh
growin, but unless more water could Diagnoses in Hospital Work" before the Spanish war, was killed a few days players desire jags of any proportions
sonably cheap prices we don't
sell cheap drugs. Anything your
be secured the superintendent recom- the meeting and expects to be gone a ago by falling down a shaft In a mine and wish to make of him their bank. In the first half Princeton defeated the
money, visitors at football here Saturday by
physician prescribes or you ormended the removal of the station couple of weeks.
n Mexico. He was formerly with the from whom- they can borrow
he a score of 24 to 0. Three touchdowns
from Ganada to Concon. Buildings, esder for yourself you'll get no
tosewing machine company hero. Mr. Hall must not protest, but deSinger
restauranteur,
left
Erb,
C.
A.
the
all
and a goal from the field was made in
pecially a church, are needed very day for Detroit to be gone thirty days
substitutes, but the genuine arMiss Anna Ward gave a pleasant should promptly acquiesce to
badly, the conditions have been such on a vacation trip.
Twenty
ticles, at fair prices.
irthday party Friday night at her sires. The gentleman is thoroughly the second half.
years' experience in the prethat the speaker was compelled to R. C. Garret, one of the penitentiary home, in honor of her sixteenth birth familiar with Indians, soldiers and At Cambridge, Mass.
23
especially profes- Harvard
preach to the Indians in a cornfield.
scription trade.
officials, arrived Sunday to take back day anniversary. There were twenty base ball players,
0
The superintendent had visited the Gabriel Romero, the escaped convict couples of young people present, and sionals, and the executive committee Bates
GEO. B. WILLI AN5.
At New Haven, Conn.
Moquia and found the field ripe for which was captured near here. He they had a merry time. Delicious re made a wise move by giving the honor
PRESCRIPTION
DRUGGIST
23
goes
Yale
the gospel and active work. Work at took the fellow back on No. 7. Romero freshments were served and a jolly to "Lum" Hall. The gentleman
117 W. Ball Boad Ave.
0
many more stations was recommend- Is very 111, he suffering from a gunshot evening enjoyed.
north tonight, and for several days he Amherst
as Amooocxccoocoro
The game was
ed. In New Mexico new work had been wound received by some unknown per
The republican party managers are will put himself in training with the
herst, despite her heavy line, was un
commenced among the' Navajos at son as he stepped from the house ecelving good news from the outlying blood hounds at the penitentiary.
READY FOR YOU
able to stem the rushes of the big Yale
Jewett, twenty miles from Farmington. where he was hiding to escape cap' precincts. There is little, or no discame
Birthday.
touchdown
first
Holman's
Buildings valued at $5,000 had been
Carl
The
forwards.
affection In the ranks there. The seeds
ture.
when you need anything In the tine of
Carl Holman's 18th birthday was to Yale In less than two minutes.
secured by the board. Rev. M. C. Broad- of sedition seem to have oecn all used
daughter
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affair
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doctor,
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medical
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Free Lunch.
with
presented
was
evening.
ton,
He
urday
pork, ham or bacon.
We know
have taken charge of this station. of Kit Carson, the noted
desecrated
club
Baca
The
democrats
9
The Cabinet serves a hot free lunch
Some idea of the Importance of the dian fighter, died Friday night at
we are buying; therefore know
what
by going out to Sa- a beautiful gold fob engraved with his every day between 10 and 1 o'clock
today
Sabbath
the
asylum.
Her
insane
at
the
work could be gained from the fact o'clock
initials by his young lady friends and
what we are selling know how to cut
was expected since last June, pcllo to try and stiffen the backs of a handsome case with military brush Give us a call.
that during the past year medical at- death being
sinful.
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hope
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for
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it up, too, and we would like to have
there
gen
young
more
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than
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tention had been given In
Scott Knight, and two other knights es and silver combs
4, 1898
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more
of your trade. You will benefit
6,000 cases.. The superintendent, dur- admitted from Taos on October
friends.
"
tlemen
yester
of the bill board, arrived here
The Lancaster linoleums have
ing the year.shau spent, six weeks ad- Mrs. Squires has had quite a checkered
An evening of merry games, lively world wide reputation for being th
by it, as well as we.
bill
while
the
to
day
the
fair
territorial
happy
was
not
songs and refreshments was enjoyed
dressing congregations. In the. east in career. Her married life
crowd was In town.
made. We have now a great va
regard to home mission work, speak and she had not lived with her hus
by the gay and congenial crowd that bst
good
yester
Bill
crowd
a
Buffalo
had
rlety
of these goods. Prices to suit
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prior
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her
several
for
band
and your pocket.
Superintendent
ing altogether, slxtyf our times, and
day at the Wild West performance had gathered.
Daugh
asylum.
The
in
the
carceratlon
traveling 20,298 miles.
They only showed In, the afternoon Mrs. Stroup, Prof, and Mrs. Lenker,
After Dr, Weaver had delivered an ters of the Revolution, at Santa Fe leaving about 7:30 In the evening for Miss Mabel Fitch and Miss Sadie LevWith a few bottles or our celebrated
Interesting address the synod adjourn- have been corresponding regarding the Hutchinson, Kan.
present and added much to "Pilsener" beer, and a nice large piece
were
itt
burial, but It is not yet known what
evening.
ed for the day.
of "Diamond Ice," In your refrigerator,
She Mokl Tea positively cures sick head the pleasure of the
A reception given In the evening by will be done with the remains.
you can enjoy life these warm days,
In
other
relatives
Will Remain in America.
Mr. and Mrs. Craig at their home on has some distant
ache, indigestion and constipation.
Try
It. Southwestern Brewery & Ice
hardly
Is
delightful herb drink. Removes all
Native and Chicago Lumber.
South Arno street, was a pleasant feat- parts of the country, but it
gifted con- Co.
Albright,
the
Claude
Miss
them eruptions of the skin, producing a per
o
ure "of the day. The house and grounds believed that they will Interestbody,
warm friends
a
host
of
who
tralto,
has
ALWAYS I
Always In the Lead
Sherwin-WHHawere brilliantly Illuminated, and many selves In the disposition of the
feet complexion or money refunded In this city, will return to Albuquerque
Building
STOCK
When It comes to selling clothing
leading men and women of AlbuquerRafael Lucero came in Saturday 25c and 50c. Write to us for for free in a few days. She will remain here
PLA8TKB
Covers More I Looks Best ! Wears Long- 8ASH, DOORS, BLINDS,
que were present. The guestB were from the country and brought with him sample. W. H. Hooker & Co., Buffalo with her parents and friends for a few and furnishing goods, you can always est I Most Economical
Full Measure I LIMK, CKMKN'T, GLASS, PAIT, Kte
received by Mrs. Craig, assisted by Gabriel Romero, a convict who escaped N. Y. J. H. O'Reilly & Co. and B. H. weeks before taking up her work on safely wager that we lead the proces
Clothing."
First
and Lead Avenue, Albuquerque.
"Insured
is
Street
Our
Mrs. R. W. D. Bryan and Mrs. Elder. from the penitentiary at Santa Fe the Briggs & Co.
this side. Miss Albright had expected sion. every latest or overcoat you get an
suit
With
Romero was
Mrs. J. A. Summers and Mrs. W. G. latter Dart of August.
in
friends
to return to Paris, but her
policy direct from
LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.
Hope, assisted by Mjisses Menaul, Ross shot through the leg and had been suf
this city have received letters inform- iionclad Insurance which guarantees to
got
Lucero
Mr.
of
the manufacturer,
fering
some
time.
Fleming,
for
served refreshments
and
to
not
decided
had
she
ing
them
that
For Monday the streets and avenues
every unsatisfactory garment
ealad, chocolate, Ice cream and cake. wind of his location in a house at Es
return to Paris. She writes that she replace new
unusually lively this morning.
one free of charge to you
a
with
Henry
The evening was a delightful occasion, teritas, and wrote asking the author! were
with
contract
signed
a
Dr. Gamble, who is traveling with has Just
see
the goods. Simon Stern,
Pall
and
NEW AND SECOND HAND HOUSEHOLD GOODS
everyone enjoying themselves.
manager
ties if they wanted the man. They re Bishop
Joyce as his evangelist and as- Savage, the famous American
Railroad avenue clothier.
Yesterday was given up to devo plied that they did, and Mr. Lucero
the
places
opera,
which
her
grand
of
the
will preach In the Lead Avetional exercises, and addresses given went arid made the capture, the fellow sistant,
Furniture
Tuesday even- under his management for three years.
iteming has Increased 60 per cent. In
by the visiting ministers at the several lx?ing wounded so he could not make nue Methodist churchvery
Her many friensd wish her the best population In four years.
speaker
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a: 00 a. m. Devotional exercises, led and Mr. Lucero will get a reward of gation.
at rs. Ackers, 501 Keleher avenue.
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new
V.
Fisher,
Rev.
the
F.
o
25 and expenses for his work. Romero
Tinware,
by Rev. C. N.jCook.
Mineral Lodge. No. 4,
W. L. Brackett & Co.,
was sent up for five years by the Guad the Iead Avenue Methodist church,
9:30 a. m. Business session.
All
Pythias
of
Knights
aveCopper
on
Art Squares,
evening.
is
He
the new blacksmiths
10:30 a. m. Reports from standing alupe county district court on July 7 will arrive Wednesday
members are requested to nue, between Second and Third streets,
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a
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best
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1899.'
tough
very
boards
Is
a
He
Mattresses,
committees on the work of the
be present at their Castle have received a new rubber tiring
of the church, followed by a brief dis and several indictments are facing eloquent speaker, an excellent pastor
Hall oa Gold avenue at 8 machine and guarantee their work.
departevery
In
Springs.
an
worker
able
and
him yet.
cus8ion.
o'clock tonight. Visitors They do horseshoeing as a specialty.
W. W. Gibson left Saturday after ment of church work and particularly welcomed.
1:30 p. m. Devotional exercises, led
SIZES
o
IRON BEDS-A- LL
interested in young people. He is a
by Rev. J. M. Shields, M, D.
noon for M uncle and other points
W. F. SW1TZER, C. C.
made bread, cakes and pies
Home
servcollege
and
has
graduate
of
Yale
$3.00 UP
2:00 p. m. Businecs.
the east. He will be gone about thirty
D. E. PHILLIPS, K. of R. & S.
at rs. Ackers, 501 Keleher avenue.
ed some of the leading charges of the
3:30 p. m Visit to the Normal days.
fichool. .,
Take a walk around the block and
Herman Ilfeld left today for Kansas southern California conference, where
Fresh home made candy 15 cents
GOODS
HOUSEHOLD
7:30 p. m. Address by Rev. Ralph City, where he will marry Miss Blna most of his ministerial work has been try to match our matchless shirts at per pound at Delaney's.
by
accompanied
his
cjone.
o
will
be
He
Store,
ON EASYIPAYMENTS5
48c and 39c The Lion
J. Lamb on evangelistic work. Short Liebstetter on October 15.
Mrs. H. E. Sherman, dressmaker and
o
A. Almanzar
has brought suit I mother, his wife and one child, a boy
addresses: Rev. G. Rendon, "EvangelSecond
217
South
No.
5 years old.
Delauey's chocolate chips are a de ladies' tailor,
ical Worn in Mexican Churches"; Rev. ejectment against George W. Bond
HOUSE FURNISHINGS
Deputy United States Marshal Geo. licious confection. Don t fail to get street.
C. H. Cook, "In Indian Churches;" Bros, in the Guadalupe county district
Jsi-J'ijo
New and Second Hand.JJ
Kaseman and Fred Fornoff went to some.
-Kev. J. R. Gass, "In American court, to eject the defendants from
You get your money's worth when
o
Las Cruces last night to attend disChurches;" Rev. R. M. Craig, "As I strip of land and secure Judgment
SouthwestHot chocolate, ice cream and ice you bty "Diamond Ice."
Have Seen the Work in Our Own the sum of $1,000 as damages. It trict court, which convened before
Albuquerque N. M.
ern Brewery & Ice Co.
cream sodas. Delaney's.
117 Gold Avenue
Synod."
seems that there Is a spring on th Judge Parker this morning.
val
particularly
meetings
of the land, which makes it
Today closes the
New Mexico synod, which has been in uable, and the plaintiff also asks for
session for the past three days at the an injunction against the defendants
Presbyterian church. The meeting has to restrain them from using the water
lten thoroughly enjoyed by the visit- of said spring.
A c ommittee of unionists, headed by
ing ministers. The different reports
e affairs of the Fidel Ortiz, waited on Margarito Rogiven show that
ON OUR STOCK OF
churches in the two territories are in mero the other night to try and fix up
Mr.
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ticket.
rapidly.
a
growing
a combination on
a good condition, aud
Romero is quoted as saying: "They
LAS VEGAS.
wanted too much, and I would accept
un7?;r no consideration," meaning that
Josie Carson Squires Dead Escaped they
wanted to hog the best places on
Captured
Personal
Convict
leaving too little for the
ticket,
the
Do
Paragraphs.
of which Marhungry
Bain Wagons, $75.10.
Special Correspondence.
Las Vegas, N. M.. Oct. D. Mrs. V. H. garito Is chief.
Buggies for $58.00.
Charles C. Clark Is the complainant
Janieison and daughter, Leota. left this
of Shelf and Heavy Hardware. Plumbers, Steam and Gas
Jobbers
wife, Mary
against
his
a
suit
in
divorce
visit.
a
for
Albuquerque
afternoon forr
Spring Wagons, $38.20.
May Clark, on the ground of abandonTinners snd Cornice Makers. W buy only In car lots.
ment. He says Mary May has left his
We will save you money.
bed and board, though the board and
no
As
he
has
bed were first class.
DYSPEPSIA TABLETS the
wife In reality, he wants to be freed
Get our prices before you buy
cure dyspepsia ana all disorders aris- frotn the one he formerly had, and
ing from indigestion. Endorsed by phy- prays the court to divorce him from
sicians every where. Sold by all drug- the woman who, despite the fact that
Albuquerque, New Mexico
ALBUQUERQUE1
gists. No cure, no pay. 25 cents. Trial she promised to love, obey and abide
113-11- 7
South Second Street
package free by writing to W. 11. Hook- with him. has ruthlessly turned him
NEW MEXICO.
er & Co.. Buffalo. N. Y. J. H. O Kielly down and decamped.
CO., and tt H. lirlggs & Co

F. H. Pierce left trjls afternoon for
Colorado Springs, where he will attend the national Irrigation congress
as a delegate appointed by Governor
Mrs. Tierce accompanied him
Interesting Meeting cf the Synod of Otero.
up the road, going on to Owensboro.
Ky., where she was called on account
New Mexico' In This City.
of the Illness of a sister.
here
Mrs. C: C' MeMahon" arrived
this afternoon from MIshawauke, Ind.,
THE PROCEEDINGS.- to visit her mother, Mrs. Emily Llpp-sett- .
THE
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WE HAVE THE LARGEST LINE OF

STOVES

Both Wholesale and Retail
not buy until you examine our stock We can please you
In New Mexico

DAY SPECIAL SALE

Wagons, Carriages, Buggies, Harness and Saddles.

Fitters

ACKER'S

I

Wliitxiev Company

J.

Korber&

Co.,
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Prof. C. L. Herrick and son, of
are In the city, visiting and
trading.
George Weinert, traveling salesman
for D. Ilfeld & Co., has gone south with
his samples.
IMrs. Ed McCormlck. of Paris, Texas,
m
Is expected to arrive in the city some
time this week.
J
James D. Lucas and wife, who were
here a few days of last week, havte re,
turned to Cerrillos.
Ed Rlehle, who was confined to his
Delf-war- e,
bed the past week with rheumatism. Is
up and around again.
Edward Dodd, owner of the Socorro
brick plant, has returned to the city
after a business visit to Socorro.
Mrs. R. P. Hall, wife of the well
0
known foundryman, has gone to Colorado Springs, Colo., to visit her mother.
mi
George Hanlon and wife arrived
from Denver, Colo., and left overland
for Eastview, N. M, wnere they will
locate.
John Mclntyre and his sister. Miss
Lizzie, of San Antonio, attended Buffalo Bill's show here and have returned home.
The JafTa Grocery company received
the first car of California canned
goods that has been shipped into Albuquerque.
Prof. F. A. Jones left Saturday night
(Incorporated)
i
for the Oscura mountains, where he Is
interested in some valuable mining
Hi
property.
Mrs. H. T. Iaurie and family, of
i'J
UllUlUUk). New
Orleans, who for several days
have been enjoying lif' ' . the city,
Wool, Hides,
have returned home.
Mrs. P. E. Howe, wife of the former
local ticket agent, parsed through the
city Saturday morning en route from
K. C. Baking Powder,
Phoenix, Arizona, east.
Navajo Blankets,
George H. Brewer, the fire Insurance
Curtice Canned Goodt,
adjuster, left for Lumberton,' In the
Colorado Lard and Meats.
northern section of the territory, 'to adjust some recent losses.
Houaea at
Miss Ethel Craig, teacher of the InALBUQUERQUE, N. M. EAST LAI dian mission school north of Bernalillo, who was In the city last Saturday.
VEGAS, N. M, AND QLOR
She has returned to Bernalillo.
I ETA. N. M.
W. R. Green, a prominent farmer
and cattle raiser from near Eastview,
N. M.,.ls in the city, visiting and tradO
FOR YOUR NEW HOME.
O
ing. He is accompanied by his famOOOOOOOOOOOOttOOOO
ily. .
Carpets are an important consideraJ. L. Herzog, of New York, arrived
rug
tion, and, when on a carpet or
from the east last night. His cousin,
buying expedition, It will be a good
Julius Wolff, was here from Cabezon
thing for you to see our store and buy
to meet him. Mr. Herzog will remain
from us. Frankly, what we have not
in the city for a few days.
In thhe carpet and rug line is not
O. S. Edwards, traveling represenworth the having. We would like to
tative for the Miner and Manufacturer,
vhave you put us on trial.
published at El Paso, who was here for
See our new patterns in Navajo and
a couple of days, has gone north in
Smyria Rugs they are beauties.
the Interest of that Journal.
Mrs. Sadie Savage, of Chicago, will
Co.
be the guest of Mrs. C. J. Gibson for
West End Viaduct
Rome time. Miss Cecilia Gibson will
Cor. Second Street and Gold Avenue
accompany her on her return and will
ppend the winter in the windy city.
Ortiz & Co. have received a carload
of fine wheels especially for the fair
trade. The building of the firm Is near-incompletion and before long they
,v i
will occupy one of the finest buildings
la a most important factor ni the'
in the territory.
Jewelry worn, and beat results are
Roger C. Spooner, Indian commisobtained from artistic designs and!
sion, of Chicago, stopped over in the
tasteful settings. Our rings, brooch
city Friday evening last, en route from
es. Dins. etc.. are cf that hleh art
Santa Fe to Los Angeles. He visited
and quality found only In jewelry o.'
the curio department of the Alvarado
ine nnest make. ,
during his stay here.
The Las Vegas Optic pays: The people of Albuquerque are deserving of all
JEWELER.
credit for the way they have stood by
Watch Inspector A.. T. & S. F.
the territorial fair, and they should reand S. F. P. Railroads.
ceive the hearty support of the other
parts of the territory.
The electric light plant now
f.
?
JlfltA1tM.t.tt,.XtA
t as complete since the new steamstands
main
tietween the engines and boilers have
been connected. The new Springfield
WHOLESALE DEALER IN
jj
Marine type boilers are now In working order and the steam part of the
2
plant is in excellent condition, with
greater capacity than ever before in
j
A SPECIALTY OF THE
the history of the plant.
George C. Bowman, who has been
S
acting deputy internal revenue collecUSED IN ALL FAMILIES.
g tor for New Mexico while A. J. Loomla
$
was temporarily stationed at Phoenix,
jj
P Ariz., has been assigned the Arizona
OUTSIDE ORDERS SOLICITED
district and left for Phoenix last night.
213 WEST RAILROAD AVE
ALBUQUERQUE, N. MEX. S
west yesMr. Ivoomis came In from
vs re s
?
?
? ? terday morning, and willtheresume his
duties as the deputy for New Mexico
at Santa Fe.
W. H. Hahn. proprietor of the Cerrillos coal yards, and wife, have returned home from an extended trip
east. On their return home from New
York, where they went to attend the
wedding of their daughter. Miss Grace,
Our fancy coffee business for 1901 reached the snug amount of 10,000
they stopped in Kansas City for a few
pounds. Ve wish to doi'ble that la 1902, and In order to do so we are
days, while Mr. Hahn and Herman
offering the very best grades of coffee on the market at 40 cents per
lllueher, the old town gardener, puragents
&
for
CHASE
8ANBORN'8 celebrated Seal
pound. We are sole
a car load of fine draft horses.
chased
Brand and Club House. We also hare a full line of blended coffees
Mr. Blueher returned last night with
up.
20
cents
35
Our
cent
from
blend we consider equal
at prices to suit
the horses. Mr. Hahn reports bad
to the most of the 40 and 45 cent grades offered by the trades.
weather in Kansas.
keep the very best to be had
As to teas. Everyone knows that
. .Acker's Blood Elixer positively cures
In the territory.
chronic blood poisoning and all scrofulous affections. At all times a matchless system tonic purifier. Money re214 W. Railroad Ave
funded if you are not satisfied. 50c
and 91. J. H. O'Reilly & Co. and B.
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Crockery, Glassware and
China in all its branches.
Graniteware, Unionware,
Tinware, Table Cutlery,
Lamps, Tea and Coffee
the best with premium.

Give us a mil
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GROSS, KELLY&CO.

Pelts

Futrelle Furniture
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High Grade Flour and Candies

FAMOUS EMPRESS FLOUR
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Still a Growing

A. J. FIAL0Y,

H. BrlgRS & Co.
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Frank Tomci & Bros,
ARTISTIC TAILORS AND DRAPERS
119 RAILROAD AVE.
Only shop In xawn which employs

first class workmen.
Thirty years' experience In selecting the latest novelties in the
Imported
finest
Worsteds and
Tweeds. Goods from all the leading cloth firms of Europe and
America.
The best cloth display for Fall
and Winter in Mexico.
We solicit your patronage, gentlemen dressers. Satisfaction guaranteed or no sale.

CHAPTfcR

OF ACCIDENTS.

Railroad Men Injured on the Window
Division.
There has been quite a series of
small accidents among the railroad
nu n this week and Dr. Drown and his
assistant have been kept busy at the
hospital attending to the Injured, says
the Winslow Mail.
Last Sunday night a Mexican laborer
had the misfortune to have his left
hand run over by a car wheel at Williams. He was brought to Wtnalow
Monday morning and his hand was
amputated by Dr. Drown. Tuesday he
was sent to the Albuquerque hospital.
A binder on No. 803 fell against Will
Connors while he was at work In the

MONDAY

CONSUriPTlON

OCTOBER 6 1902

the most dreaded and deadly of all diseases, as well as pneumonia, and all
lung troubles are relieved at once and
cured by Ackers English Remedy "the
king of all cough curea." Cures coughs
and colds in a day 25 cents. Your
money back If dissatisfied. Write for
free sample. W. H. Hooker & Co.,
Buffalo N. Y. J. H. O Rlelly & Co., and
B. H. Brlggs A Co
round house Monday. It Knocked him
into the drop pit, and the hinder falling on his right hand mashed the third
finger so that it necessitated a visit
to the hospital for repairs.
No. 8U3 figured In anotner accident
on Tuesday.
Albert Thomas was at
work on top of the boiler when suddenly, losing his balance, he fell to the
ground, a distance of fifteen feet. He
was taken to the hospital, where an
showed that his left
examination
shoulder was dislocated and loth
bones of the left arm broken just above
the wrist. His Injuries were dressed
and Thursday he went to the Albuquerque hospital.
An Indian working on the grade
west of here had his foot smashed
Tuesday. He was taken to Albuquer
que on No. 2 that night.
Hr. Brown
temporarily bandaged the foot while
the train stopped here.
Conductor Jack Low sprained the
big toe of his left foot Thursday by
running against a stationary pipe In
the railroad yards. He has been nurs
ing his foot very tenderly since then.

CLASSIFIED ADS.
Note Ail classified advertisements
or rather "liners," one cent a word for
each Insertion. Minimum charge for
any classified advertisements, 15 cents.
In order to insure proper classification
all "liners" should be left at this office not later than 3 o'clock p. m.

IALBERT

FABER,

305 RAILROAD AVENUE, GRANT BUILDING

PERSONAL PrlOPERTY LOANS.
Headquarters for Carpets, Linoleum, Matting, Curtains. Blankets arxj
House Furnishing Goods.

HONEY TO LOAN

On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,

Wagons and other Chattels, also on
Salary. FROM $10 UPWARDS. One
to twelva months time Is given.
Witnout delay and strictly private.
Goods remain in your possession. GET
OUR RATES before borrowing.
PRIVATE OFFICES,
OPEN EVENINGS.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
Rooms 3 and 4 Grant Building,
305 West Pailroad Avenue.

FOR RENT.
FOR RENT Bright sunny rooms for
light house keeping. 522 West Railroad avemte. Enquire In brick part.
FOR RENT Wei! aired, e'.cgantly
rooms. Mrs. O. J. Frobt, 516
East Ccal avenue.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms.
810 Sor.th Third street.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms for
light housekeeping between Second
and Third streets. Call at 203 WcBt
Tljeras avenue.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms over
Another Car of Furniture
postofflce $2 and 93 a weeki Mrs.
to arrive this week for Futrelle Furni
Heron.
ture company, consisting of 75 assort
house and
ed iron beds, latest styles; 52 assorted FOR RENT Five-roobath. Inquire of O. N. Marron.
bed springs, latest Improved; 58 center
tables from 90c and up; 24 dressers.
FOR SALE.
plain quarter oak and bird's eye ma
pie; 15 commodes; 30 cots and beds FOR SALE Entire contents of a three
room house, cheap. Enquire at 5094
assorted; 50 dozen chairs to retail
South Third street.
from 75c to 95.00 each; 4 folding beds;
25 pieces upholstered
goods; 5 day FOR SALE A young Jersey cow. Call
at
Railroad avenue.
rockers; 6 extension tables; 6 chiffon- ieres and buffets, all bought direct FOR SALE The equipment of a large
from factory, and at prices which we rooming house; In desirable location;
can defy all competition.
rent cheap; 9300 can be taken In fair
week. 205 North Second street.
o
Demlng will be tne great smelter FOR SALE Several
l
homes
:enter. Two large plants will be Inand city lots. These are bargains
stalled within the year.
must be seen to ta appreciated.
and
o
No trouble to show property. 8e
3,265 Men's and Boys' Fine Shirts
Jno. W. McQuade.
are too many for any store to handle,
especially If they haven't the room for
WANTED.
'em. But remember go they must
WANTED Second hand saddle in
and 39c for a fancy shirt Is Just like
good condition. Drop a postal statgetting money from home. The Lion
ing price to L. W. Newberry, 302
Store.
South Second street.
o
WANTED Two good solicitors to
Shirts! Shirts! Shlrtsl
take orders for portraits on commisThe kind you always wore
sion; also one man to deliver and
Shirts! Shirts! Shirts!
collect; must speak some Spanish.
You get them at The Lion Store,
W. H. Anderson, general delivery.
o
Have you seen that blue enameled WANTED Ten men In each state to
steel ware at the Albuquerque Hardtravel, tack signs and distribute samware company's Btore. It Is the most
ples and circulars of our goods. Salary 960 per month; 92.75 per day for
leautiful and ornamental ware ever
seen in Albuquerque.
expenses. National Soap Works.Chl-cago- .
Excellent Dinners.
The Columbus hotel, 204 South Sec- WANTED Graduated music teacher
ond street, upstairs, Tias an established
wishes pupils; references given. Ad
reputation for first class dinners, famdress 1303 University Hill.
ily Btyle.
Mrs. G. E. Hopkins, pro- WANTED Active Catholic lady to
prietress.
work at home; 936 paid for 12 days'
o
trial; permanent if satisfactory.
The Peninsular is a heater and venEngwall, Lakeside Bldg., ChiJohn
tilator. Whitney Company.
cago.
Free lunch every day from 10 o'clock WANTED By manufacturing house,
reliable person to travel, calling on
a. m. till 12 o'clock m. at Vendome horetail merchants and agents. Local
tel
territory. Positon permanent. BusiMcSpadden-Springe- r
ness successful and rushing. Salary
Transfer Co.
Haul anything.
91024 a year guaranteed and all exLet us haul your funks.
penses. Previous experience un
necessary. Address. Standard House.
Any man who doesn't take advantCaxton Building, Chicago.
age of our great shirt sale by laying In
WANTED Gents- - good Becond hand
a supply for the next twelve months,
clothing, shoes and hats, 515 South
ought not to wear any. The Lion
First street. Call or address R. J.
Store.
Sweeney.
WANTED Five young men from Bero
F. A. Jones, t. M., C. E.
nalillo county at once to prepare for
Consulting Mining Engineer
positions In the government service,
Field assistant U. S. Geological Survey
Apply to Inter-StatCorres. Inst.,
.Albuquerque, N. M,
Cedar Rapids, la.
Correspondence solicited.
o
MISCELLANEOUS.
MONUMENTS.
DIAMONDS,
gold and silver novelties
All kinds of atone and Jiable work.
at factory prices. Write for illusPrices moderate. Shop and yard cop
ner Fifth street and Railroad avenue.
trated catalogue sent free of charge.
H. Q. MAURINO.
Money refunded if purchase does not
meet with your approval. Manhat
Notice for Publication.
tan Diamond Co., 37 and 39 Maiden
(Small Holding Claim No. 1763.)
Lane, New York.
Department of the Interior, United
Automatic Gaslighter,
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M., IMPROVED
lights gas without matches; just lm
Sept. 24, 1902.
ported; sensational marvel. Sample
Notice is hereby given that the fol25c, dozen fl.5. Don't delay; get
lowing named claimant has filed notice
some today. Hamburger Gaslighter
of his Intention to make final proof in
Co., 79 Fifth avenue, Chicago.
support of bis claim under sections 16
and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891 (26
LOANS.
Stats., 854), as amended by the act of
February 21, 1893 (27 Stats., 470), and TO M)AN 93.000, in sums to suit, on
city realty. R. W. D. Bryan, First
that said proof will be made before
National Bank building.
the clerk of the probate court at Albuquerque, N. M., n November 10,
1902, viz: Carmel Ruiz de Sandoval,
PROPOSALS.
in behalf of the heirs of Telosfora LoAM)
pez de Ruiz, for the tract In sections PKOPOSAtSKOK WOOD
Albuqu-rque- ,
N. Si..
I
fl,
October
lima.
ro:sala' endor.-Nos. 7 and 8, Tp. 9 N R. 3 E., New Prnpobaia for
ixxl and Hay. 'an itiriate
may be and addrtvsed to Ibe undemigarU at
Mexico principal meridian.
N. M will tie
at I he
He names the fnllnwfng witnesses mAlljlilri'e.
( Jet. 27 1UU4.
lux I until two o'clrrk p. in.
to prove his actual continuous adverse for furnihhinft- and delivering atri tlna arniMil
may b it'uuirci dunnv the fitMal year ending
possession of said tiact for twenty June
HO. liui.'i, 7.S rord wood and 5u tora hay,
years next preceding the survey of the m per (jerttli'itlona rlitimahie at tlie acboul.
Hidden
will rate clearly in their tudathe protownship, viz:
poned price of each article offered for delivery
Gregorlo Barela. Francisco Apodaca under contrai l. All a t'clea ho otteredt will r,e
.
i
aubiect to riKd inauertion. Ibe nir-y Molina, Justo Gutierrez. Amador arred
to reject anv and all lids or any part of
bid if
for the beat intereataof the
Sanchez, all of Albuq :que, New Mex- any
ervlc e Kacb bid mint be accompanied by a

Time for Blankets..
tc

d

4(tl-We-

Now, you will need t'icni, aa
the nljj'ita g;cw cooler. The
blanket offerings wc are now
making ere tomet.iing no economical housekeeper can afford
to tniez. It
lot ere white
and cc!crcd blankets, ccttcn and
down
filed comforters, bed
sprccd3 end pMlovie, all offered
at substantia! rroney savings.
Clankets from CCc to $15.03 a
pair.
frcm C1 ts 312.50
each.
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A. A. WINTERER

OPTICIAN

)

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO FILLING OCULISTS' PRE8CRIP- TION3 AND FRAME FITTINGS.

EYES TESTED FREE

jj

For the Past Twelve Years Optician with A. S. Aloe Co., St. Louis, Mo.
307 RAILROAD AVENUE, with B. RUPPE, DRUGGIST.
ALBUQUERQUE,
NEVV MEXICO

Dea-;uu-

OLD RELIABLE"

ESTABLISHED

1878

L. B. PUTNEY,

WHOLESALE GROCER.
Flour, a rain
and Provisions.
Car Iota

Carries tbs Larsist
ad float Extsaalv
Stock of

StapleOroceries

specialty.

foaad

MtbWMt.

FARfl AND FRE1QHT WAGONS,
Albuuuergua

Railroad Avenue

--

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO.

U. S. DEPOSITORY
Depository for the Santa Fe Pacific and the Atchison,
and Santa Fe Railway Companies.
Authorized Capital
Paid up Capital, Surplus and profits

To-pe-

ka

$500,000.00
$200,000.00

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:

Joshua S. Raynolds, president; M. W. Flournoy, vice president; Frank McKee, cashier;
II. F. Raynolds,
AH. McMillan.
Residence, Automatic 'Phone 299.
Automatic 'Phone No. 516.
Bell Telephone No. 115.

e
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LOCAL

COMHERCIAL

de-m-

against the alb. wan-o-

r

irca to protest
of said proof,

certitied check or draft urx'ii aonie t inted
States depository or aolvent national bank,
made payable to the ordr cf tliefommtaa-ionero- f
Indian Affair, fi rat least live n.rrmt
uf the ammout of the brofovil. w ich check or
cralt wi I be forfeited totbe t'rited Mates in
ca- - a'i' b ddrror bidilers receiving an award
hall (ail to execute proir tly a contract Willi
irot d and sutlicient auretit-a- ,
tlieri!.elto be
returnrd to the bidder. Hid accompanied by
cali in lien of ceitdid check will net becoti-ml- f
red. Kor m f rdier inteMiiktion. apply to
KALl'li. r. COLLI.

T1"

CLUB BUILDING.

SHIP YOUR PELTS TO
BEARRUP BROS. & CO'

Woo1

Pullers.and Tanners,
Albuquerque, New Mexico'

WE DO CUSTOM TANNING OF

.

ico.
Any person who

UNDERTAKER SANTA FE PACIFIC RAILROAD.

i

m

2

I
i.
nreu-u-ci- s"
T".

'

HIDES, SKINS AND FURS.
.
. .
woric uone ana BauBiacuon (guaranteed
i

.

1

1

Please write us for price

Q00OOOaC0Ot000

m

ST. ELMO

SIMPLE AND CLUB

R001

Finest
who knows of an
rea- Whiskies,
son under the laws an regulations of
JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.
Brandies,
the interior department why such
130 W. Railroad Ave., Albuquerque.
Wines,
etc.
proof should not
allowed will be
given an opportunity a' the above mentioned time and place tn cross examine
the witnesses of sai
laimant. and to
Notice.
offer evidence in n it'al of that subPoll tax for 19'2 is now due and
mitted by claimant.
at the oaif-- of Justice IJorthert,
MANTEL R. OTERO.
R. P. HALL, Proprietor
or may be paid to Constable J. II.
Register.
Smith, who is authorized to receipt for
'rou and B asr Caution: Ore. Coal and Lumber Cars; fchaftlnrs. Pullert
Orders taken for evi :y known make same;
'
Grade ara. BalMt Mtt&l: Columns and Iron Wonts for Buildings:
of stoves and raiu:.
Albuquerque
RALPH Hl'NT,
ReoHln on Mlulo and M III MacLlnnrv a Specialty.
Hardware company.
Clerk School Board.
FOUNDRY SIDE KAILKOAO TRACK, ACQOKkQUK, N af.
!

!

pay-aid-

e

e

Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
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All stomach and bowel troubles In child or adult are
due to a Blnplo cause Indigestion.
Flux, colic, cholera morbus, diarrhoea, dysentery and
all complalntsof like nature, are the resultof undigested
foods fermenting in the stomach. The only way to
prevent fever and to cure such troubles without Injury
to the membranes lining the stomach Is to restore

perfect digestion.

KODOL

Digest

What You Eat

Kodol Is the new discovery which cures all stomach
and bowel troubles by removing the cause. This famous
remedy checks fermentation, cleasses. purifies and
sweetens thef tomach. Kodol digests all classes of food aDd gives to the body
all of the nourishment, health and strength it contains.
Cure Indlgesticn, Dyspepsia and all Stomach Troubles.
Cure Is just the thin for dyspepsia and stomach troubles. It has
"Kodol lrp-pi(- i
blpd me morvlhnn .anything else Id a long standing case of catarrh of the stomach."
I'n psrrd only by K. C. DeWItt A Co., Chlraco. Sold by all denlnr.
favorite household ivmedy f.ir
colds, croup,
C2rC
Alt KlDQ'C CCHQ
wvukuiku, grippe, iumi ou lung truuoies,
it curu
J. H. ORIELLY & CO.. ANU B. H. BRIGUS & CO

W1

GREAT SOUTHWEST

W. H. Sir.:p;cn. tlie alvertising querquo. New Mexico.
The collection consists of Indian
agent of the ?anta Fe Railway compa-nd- ,
t.-- i Is to The Citizen alvance sheet wares, such as pottery, blankets, basrailroad reading matter. kets, etc., collected from all the tribes
of pcr.i

The subjoin ?d articles of special inter, of the southwest: Indian ceremonial
est to Albuquerque and the southwest Implements, prayer sticks, rattles, cer
emonial blankets an1 musical instru
are reproduced:
ments, old Spanish works, paintings.
The Corring of Montcrurra.
weapons, etc. Aside from these
chests,
The ninmae.--s of the New Mexico articles the curio alto contains a large
Territorial fair, which takes place at number of Alaskan Indian products.
Albuquerque la October have arranged HopI pottery makers an J weavers are
a most unique 8P?ctacuiar feature call- to be employed In connection with the
ed "The Coming of Montezuma." Thi3 exhibits, showing the visitor how the
is to be a great street pageant, where native craftsmen work. This exhibit.
of the principal feature i3 a represent situated a3 it is in the,fmett hotel in
taticn of the mythical Aztec's return. the southwest, and in the midst of a
According to the tradition of the In- region of surpassing interest Is attractdians, ths emperor v.ho was driven out ing many visitors. It is expected that
by Coitez in the Mc::ican conquest is during the coming reason of California
to be reinstated among the descend- travel the hotel and Its collections will
ants of his people. The white msn are prove a very popular stopping place
to be defeated in a great battle and for
travelers.
Montezuma U to be again the sole
ruler or the Tencctillan. This legend
It Goes Right to the Spot.
is to be availed of In preparing great
When pain or irritation exists on
persons
floats, an.l a large number of
any part of ihe bedy, the" application
It is of Ballard's Snow Liniment will give
will be used in the production.
expertei that this feature will add prompt relief.
It goes right to the
greatly to the attendance of the fair. spot," said an old men who was
g
The usual attractions, Indian dances,
C. R.
It in, to cure rheumatism.
cowbey tournaments, etc., will be giv- Smith, Propr. Smith House, Tenaha.
en.
Texas., writes: "I have used Ballard's
It will be veil worth going as far as Snow Liniment in my family for sevNew Mexico to see.
eral years, and have found it to be
fine remedy, for all aches and pains
a
Beautiful Complexions.
I recommend it for pains In the
and
Are spoiled by using any kind cf
chest." 25 cents, 50c and
throat
preparation that fills the pores of the $1.00 atandCosmopolitan Pharmacy. B.
skin. The best way to secure a clear Ruppe.
complexion, free from sallowness, pimo
ples, blotches, etc., is to keep the
The Railroaders
lub.
liver in good order. An occasional
The Santa Fe reading rooms are
dose of Hcrlilne will cleanse the really the railroader's club house.
bowels, regulate the liver, and so es- There he may play a game of billiards,
tablish a clear, healthy complexion; ping pong chess or whist. There ue
50 cents at Cosmopolitan Pharmacy
may take a smoke and a bath. There
B. Ruppe.
he may read the newest magazines
o
and the best books. There he may chat
How Big the Birgest Ditch Is.
The United States geological survey . wlth nls fellows, surrounded by the
is at work on a new map of the Grand thlngs that make for culture. And
Canyon of Arizona. Considerable pro- there, too, he may bring his family on
gress has been made. Some of the the evenings when there is to be a solines of sight between triangulation cial entertainment or a lecture. Men
stations are seventy miles long, and as of authority in the scientific world
observations can only be made to good speak to him of the latest discoveries
advantage between sunrise and 9 a. m. in light and neat and engineering, notor between 4 p. m. and sunset the work ed travelers present views of earth's
is necessarily slow. The signals flash finest scenery, and t'ae best cla3s of
an easily deciphered light only an inch musicians esteem it a privilege to sing
square as far as from Kendrick Peak and play for him. The Santa Fe finds
to Point Sublime, a distance of bixty-eig- that It pays to do all this, merely lookmiles. Accurate elevations have ing at it as a bnsiness proposition, bebeen established on the Bright Angel cause it improves the standard of the
trail, and It Is no longer necessary to employes and results In better service.
guess how high one is above sea level. The traveling public also feel safer In
It Is now known that from the rim of the hands of men who appreciate and
the south wall to the river is a drop enjoy such privileges.
of 4.430 feet r.t Bright Angel and
Danger in Fall Cclds.
4,913 feet at Grand View, while from
all cclds are lialde to hang on all
the north rim the distance is several
seela of pneumonia,
hundred feet greater, or more than a winter leaving the
Foley's
or consumption.
mile. Twenty buildings like the Ma- bronchitis,
prequickly
and
Honey
aud
Tar
cuis
sonic Temple, Chicago, could be supersure,
and
results,
safe
vents
serious
imposed in th decprst gorge of the
contains no opiates and will not conGrand Canyon without reaching the stipate.
Alvarado Pharmacy.
top.
o
Improvements at urand Canyon.
Monarch over pain. Eurns, cuts,
Possibly you visited tiie Grand Cansprains, stincs.
Instant relief. Dr.
Thomas' Ecltctiic Oil. At any drug yon of Arizona five years ago. You
rode over from the Santa Fe main line
Store.
in a stane coach, two days on tue way.
o
'
You stopped at a log cabin hotel. You
Big Attraction at Albuquerque.
The magnificent collection of curios had comfortable fure. but no frills.
owned by Fred Harvey, who al:;o con- You taw the canyon, and that. ' the
and meal service on only thins that Is vnehangert. The
trols the s
Santa Fe system lines, Is being in- Snnta Fe now owns a railroad from
stalled in new and commodious quar- Williams to the liin of Bright Angel,
ters in the Hotel Alvaraio at Albu- - and rciws t!a;ly train service. The hotel
trans-continent-
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An

invisible
and whether it Encmv to Hcaith
the low lands and

Means bad air,
comes from

Johnston's

marshes of the country, or the filthy sewers and drain pipes of the cities
and towns, its effect upon the human system is the same.
These atmospheric poisons are breathed into the lungs and taken up
by the blood, and the foundation of some long, debilitating illness is laid.
Chills and fever, chronic dyspepsia, torpid and enlarged liver, kidney
troubles, jaundice aud biliousness are frequently due to that invisible foe,
Malaria. Noxious gases and unhealthy matter collect in the system because
until
the liver and kidnt-v- fail to act, and are poured into the blood current
break through
it becomes so polluted and sluggish that the poisons literally
the 6kin, and carbuncles, boils, abscesses, ulcers and various eruptions of an
indolent character appear, depleting the system, and threatening life itself.
The germs and poisons that so oppress and weaken the body and destroy
properties of the Mood, rendering it thin and watery, must
the
be overcome aud carried out of the system before the patient can hope to
Eet rid of Malaria and its effects.
C. o. a.
tins anu ijuiiiy nuuui.ca au tnuic
change in the blood, reaching every organ and stimu
lating them to vigorous, healthy action, b. t. S.
possesses not only puruying but tonic properties,
and the general health improves, and the appetite
Potash, Arsenic
increases almost from the first dose. There is no Mercury.
remedy.
or other mineral in S. S. S. It is strictly and entirely a vegetable
Writ us about vour case, and our physicians will gladly help you by
fceir n.tvice to retrain vour health. Book on blood and skin diseases sent
Xree.
THE iWIIT IPECIFIC CO.. AlUnU, Cs.
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Real Estate,
Fire Insurance,
Loans

PIONEER BAKERY

1rst

SIMON BALLI.X, Proprietor.

COLUMBUS HOTEL

Successor to Balling Pros.

Wedding : Cake : a : Specialtj
When you wake up v.itli a bad taste
204 South Second street.
In your rnov.th, go at once to a drugWe desiro patronage, and we
gist end get a free sample of Cham- First Class Rooms and Doard. Rates
baking.
guarantee firs'-oUreasonable.
berlain's Stomach nn1 Liver Tablets.
N. A
207 8. First street, A'buq-jerque- .
Ono or two doECs will make you well.
MRS. G. E. HOPKINS, Proprietor.
Thy also cure biliousness, sick head.
ache and constipation.

I A.

ABSTRACTS OF TITLE TO BERNAI ILLO COUNTY REAL ESTATE AAD MINING PROPERTY FURNI8HED PROMPTLY. WILL
INSURE YOUR PROPERTY IN BE8T COMPANIES AT LOWEST
RATE8. HOUSES RENTED. RENT8 COLLECTED. TAXES .'AID
AND ENTIRE CHARGE TAKEN OF PROPERTY FOR RESIDENTS

SKINNER

Staple and

Of all ways of advertising a country

the best Der.is to be the bringing together of the man and the land, either
by taking the man to the land or bringing the products of the land to the
man. Home seekers' excursions make
the first method possible for many.
Those who are too busy or too purse
poor to take a land seeking journey
can surely find time to examine t'.ie
produces of a country, if brought to
their door.
That i3 what Hon. Jerry Simpson
and Mr. Page, of Roswell. N. M., are
B. A. SLEYSTER.
making possible with their Pecos valley advertising car, which is now workACCIDENT INSURANCE,
ing east over the Santa Fe. The car
FIRE INSURANCE,
Itself Is full cf big red apples, blushing
REAL ESTATE,
peaches and luscious pears. C3 well as
NOTARY PUBLIC.
big stalks of K?.fHr corn, mammoth
CKUMWKLL BLOCrC,
pumpkins and enormous sweet pota- ROOMS
Automatic- Telephone l'l.
toes, all grown In the artesian well
belt of Roswell.
Mr. Simpson was once a populist
statesman of Kansas, known of all
men. He Is now an enthusiastic boomer of the fertile valley of the Peco3 In f,l(t.M
j;n.lis
'SanjlV tfK iitiu;i i!Kv:ii's
(;.,H
l.vr,
New Mexico.
He talks convincingly
i
11. r,
V')
r
ii
uitd Imila- 'jf
.j
of the magic trinity of irrigation, a '
fyj !(..,. Cn)
T.. If i'til.vi-- ' "I - HI I,, in
I
,
...
1 fi:rtii,liUla
perfect climate and cheap lands. He
Lbf
."i.i VfMr. I., in.
..(,., ,.i,..-- M.I..
by
'rilVi.i..
tells of five cuttings of alfalfa in one --A .A liui.
..
li. ...lrul i n..
hi.
. ('Kit. ft., i'A.
season on of the same ground, and
other like evidences of agricultural
prosperity. If this car doesn't start a
few hundred settlers for the Pecos B
13 IT
q
valley, then widely advertising a good
thing Is useless.
3 Telephone Service
8

Fancy Groceries
206

.1

311

FRANK

i'. U.

MANAGER OP

Albuquerque Abstract Company

AJO

The best of liquors serveti to fit-ronof the bar.
Sandwiches of all kl".d3 serveti.
nr.a
Nice large rooms, e?erv;jjln
new, upstairs for lodging ;iurpnKe..

Next Door to First National Bank.
New Telephone 222.

s

000C0I
...Bacheehi & Giomi...

Mausard's Mills,

I

CHAS. MAUSARD, Prop.

The Largest and Best
Mill in New Mexico

.

I

1

Wines, Liquors, Cigars and
Bar Supplies

FLOUR AND BhnN IN CARLOAD
LOTS A 8PECIALTY.
New Mexico
Albuquerque,

...

UlCE HAIR FOR ALL.

g
Once Destroy the Dandruff Germ, and 8

Silver
Avenue
Stable

t

.

0

LIVERY, FEED AND SALE.
114 WEST SILVER AVENUE.

Q

YOU WANTT

X
QUICK AND RELIADLEI
Hair Grows Luxuriantly.
Saddle Horses a Specialty. We
Any one can have nice hair If he or
board horse andhave first class rigs
she has not dandruff, which causes g THE COLORADO TELEPHONE g for hire.
L. E. CAREY, Prop.
brittle, dry hair, falling hair and baldhND TELEGRAPH CO.
8
ness. To cure dandruff it is neces- g
CO.
W. L. TRIMBLE
sary to kill the germ that causes It,
and that Is Just what Newbro'o Herpl-cidand
Railroad
Second street, between
Cornelius Grew, Colfax,
does.
Copper avenue
EAKIN
&
MELINI
Wash., says:
Horses and Mules bought and exchang' One bottle of Herpiclde completely
WHOLESALE LIQUORS. CIG
ed. Livery, Sale, Feed and
cure me of dandruff, which was very
Transfer Stablos
thick; anu it has stopped mif hair from
W handle everything in our I'.ne
Agents
i)l
stiller
and
soft
falling out." It makes nair
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
glossy, as silk; delightful odor and re- Special distributors Taylor & WUHa
AddTesB W. L. TRIMBLE & CO,
LouiFTllle. Kentuek
freshing hair dressing. It will posiAlbucuerque, N. M.
Altiuiiu-rqu- e,
N.
tively make hair grow abundantly, and 111 & Tint St.,
10
cents
germ.
Send
kills the dandruff
in stamps for sample to The Herpiclde
5
Co., Dept. "F," Detroit, .Mich.
ALfc UOUERQUE

v,nnr I n lakiiLo I olutl Up WIINto, LIQUORS AND
CORDIALS OF ANY ESTABLISHMENT IN THE SOUTHWEST. OR- DERS BY MAIL WILL RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION. PRICES
GIVEN ON APPLICATION.
GENERAL AGENTS FOR LEMP'S ST.
LOUIS KEG AND BOTTLED BEER.

nt

Railway Accident.
Helena, Mont., Oct. 4. A Burlington
west bound train and the Northern Pacific east bound express met In a head-ocollision between Columbud and
Park City, Mont., ou a curve, on the
Northern Pacific track this morning.
Two men were killed and the engines
and wail cars were wrecned. The
dead are: 1). A. Campbell, west bound
train; Andrews Luudwall, mail clerk,
nst bound train. Seven were Injured.

Planing flill
I

oOtKol-OC0C000-

McSpadden-Springe-

Transfer

r

Co.

Haul anything.
Let us haul your truuks.

Plumoing.
a plumbing depart
rcent aud tin Khou to our Imsinegs.
When you have anything in this line
to be done eee us atout it before plac
ing your order. Albuquerque Hard
ware company.
We have added

o

Attend special sale of corsets and
accessories at The Economist.
Buy insured clothing.
It costs no more than the ether kind
and It Is absolutely guaranteed. You
get an Insurance policy with every gar
ment, direct from the factory, aud
should any coat, pants or overcoat
prove unsatisfactory to you a new garment will be sent to you free of charge.
What more can you ask? Simon Stern,
the Hailroad avenue clothier.

Let us figure on your plumbing. Albuquerque Hardware company.
Gentlemen! order your new suit
now of the Nettleton Tailoring agency
and be well dressed fair week.

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

B.

RUPPE,
PRESCRIPTIONS

!

Mutual Telephone 143.
Albuquerque.

Railroad Avenue and Second Street.

Beleo Roller Mills

403 SOUTH FIRST STREET.

oooceooooooooto

GIOMI

l00000CK0OC(

Co.,

Wood Turning and Mill Work of All Kinds to Order.
Mail OrJers Solicited.

0

&

First Street,

Sasli, Doers, Mouldings, Store Fronts,
Office and Store Fixtures.

Natural Anxiety.
Mothers regard approaching winter
with uneasiness, children take cold so
easily. No disease costs more little
lives than croup. Its attack is so sudden that the sufferer is often beyond
human aid before the doctor arrives.
Such cses yield readily to One Min- J
ute Cough Cure. Liquifies the mucus,
alleys inflammation, removes danger.
Absolutely sate. Acts immediately.
Cures counhs. cob's, grip, bronchitis,
all throat and lung trouble. F. S. Me
Mahon, Hampton. Ga.. "A bad cold
rendered mo voiceless Just before an
oratorical contest. I intended to w ithdraw but took One Minute Cough Cure.
It restored my voice in time to win
1
the medal." B. H. Brines & Co.
II. O Kiclly &. Co.
Fresh taflies. nut candies and fudges

107 and 109 8.

MANUFACTURERS OF
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at Delaney's today.
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WHOLESALE DEALERS
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Soj'h .irs. street.
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WEST RAILROAD
A
BUQUfcR3U5,

M. riOORE
(ESTABLISHED 1883.)

315 SOUTH SECOND STREET
Automatic Telephone 503.

Ncce.

6

J.

PUMPS,
TANKS AND WINDMILLS,
METAL FENCING, HITCH
RINGS AND TREE GUARDS.

,
.
..
.fAa WIUBl'uptR,
iiacii,
mi l I'M muci; lu
Jo!den Rule Dry

orders.

1902

A. D. JOHNSON

I.tol , Bnit
.. I.
. r.

city to select trom.
Goods Corarany.

s

life-givin-

Sa-- e

Will leave every Tuesnay mornlsj
. .nrf rr,ir
for V.. I.
on Thursdays.
One regular trip a
wccr nun extra trips wneu ui uci bu.
Leave orders at Starves F.uropeag i.
tel.
T. JOHNSTON.

Pecos Valley Exhibit.

3

i

NOTES OF GERERAL INTEREST

lte!f has been twice entarged and the
management has Just ordered a third
addition built, to take care of this
winter's business. The new edifice at
Bright Angl, to cost 573.000 and to
be managed by Mr. Fred Harvey, will
be started this fall and completed by
next spring.
At Bass Camp, on the Mystic Spring
trail, where the
limit of the
granite gorge c'istrlct Is reached, iir.
George Wharton James has associated
himself with Mr. Bass In the building
of a new inn to be called Havasupal
hotel. It will be ready for occupancy
early In 1903. A daily ta;?e line has
been put on between Coconino and
Bats Camp.

(J

soaor rmo9QiKoooOm

AND ELEVATOR

0

ZEIGER CAFE
QUIOKEL & EOTfciE, Proprietors

BAR AND CLUB ROOMS
FINEST WHISKIES, IMPORTED & DOMESTIC WINES & COGNAC.
The Coolest and Highest Grade of Lager served.
st ana Best Imported and Domestic Clgara
ni

t

iniiTur-iiimnnr--

yitf

New Mexico Normal.
University

I

At Las Vegas.
A

When you want to buy Flour and Bran, or want to sell
Wheat, write to

Training School for Teachers.

BELEN, N. M.

JOHN BECKER, Proprietor.

An Academic School for General Edu-

'J

cation.
A Preparatory School for College.
An Ideal Kindergarten.
A Model
Primary and Grammar

IT. T?A.LM!EJEt.
J.
Hay, Grain, Staple and Fancy Groceries.

ft

School.

Mail Orders Receive Prompt Attention

School.
Classes In every grade from Kindergarten to College.
A Faculty cf Specialists.
Located In the Ideal Residence Town
A Model High

Pure Light Brahma Eggs for Matching
501

North

Albuqueroue. Niw Mezlca.

Flnt Street

Flour, Feed, Provisions, Hay
and Qrain.
Imported French and Italian

Toti & Gradi

of New Mexico.

For information address

DEALERS IN

EDGAR L. HEWETT, President.
EAST LAS VEGAS, N.

GROCERIES

AND

Ooods.

LI000RS.

Sole

areata for 5au Antonio Lime.

M.

Telephone t4".

rree deUtery to al

1

parts of the city.
SI! 116.

M North

Third Strae
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THE ALIU1QUEUQUE

Railroad Topics
The firemen have a new seniority
in which all are greatly interested.
S. 7. Winters, of the local machine
shops, ia visiting friends at San Bernardino.
The Rock Island announces that It's
Kansas City-St- .
Louis line will be com
Fleted by July 1 next.
F. C. Farquharson, formerly of Albu
querque, has been appointed general
foreman of the Raton shops.
J. M. Reed, baggagemaster at the
local station, has returned from a va
cation spent at Newton, Kan.
niakeman James Burcell will enjoy
a thirty days' leave 01 absence spent
at different familiar points In Kansas.
Passenger No. 2, which arrived from
the west this morning, was unusually
light and a few minutes ahead of time.
A. E. Poweli, route agent for the
Wells-FargExpress company, return
cd last night from an important busi
ness trip north.
F. H. Mudge Is down from Las Vegas
for a few days. Mr. Mudge says that
the Meadow City will be well repre
sented at the coming fair.
Albert Thomas, who fell from the top
of engine 803 at Winslow last Thursday and broke his arm and dislocated
his shoulder, is mending at the local
hospital.
It Is reported that Fireman Snyder,
vho was injured near Lamay recently
by the bursting of a water glass, Is re
covering rapidly and will soon be in
the ring again.
E. T. Isherwood, of the storekeeper's
department at Winslow, is spending a
few days in the city visiting with his
brother, Thomas Isherwood, foreman
of the brass foundry at the local Santa
Fe Pacific shops.
Santa Fe air brake instruction car
arrived from the north last night and
is sidetracked in the local yards.
Local englnemen will be schooled during the next few days. The car will
continue here until October 10.

list

o
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Out of Death's Jaws.
"When health seemed very near
from a severe stomach and liver trouble, that I had suffered with for years,"
writes P. Muse, Durham, N. C, Dr.
King's New Life Pills saved my life
and gave perfect health." Best pills on
earth and only 25c at all druggists,
o

Thomas Isherwood Is enjoying a
visit from his nephew, Frederick Carlton, of Bolton, Lancashire, England.
After spending a few days here, Mr.
Carlton will go to Winslow to accept a
clerical position In the Santa Fe offices
at that place.
Stricken With Paralysis.
Henderson Grimett, of this place,
was strlckea with, partial paralysis and
coompletely lost the use of one arm
and side. After being treated by an
eminent physician for quite a while
without relief, my wife recommended
Chamberlain's Pain Balm, and after
using two bottles of it he Is almost
entirely cured. Geo. R. McDonald,
Man, Logan county, W. Wa. Several
other very remarkable cures of partial
paralysis have been effected by the
use of this liniment. It is most widely
known, however, as a cure for rheumatism, sprains and bruises. For sale
by all druggists.
Dr. G. W. Grove expects to leave tomorrow evening for Kansas City,
where he goes to attend the annual
meeting of the board of Santa Fe railway surgeons Octolier
He will
be absent from the city about a week.
Get a free sample of Chamberlain's
Stomach and Liver Tablets at all druggists. They are easier to take and
wore pleasant in effect than pills. Then
their use is not followed by constipation as is often the case with pills.
Kegular size, 25c per box at all druggists.
Workmen are engaged In enlarging
the foundation for the turn table at
the round house, which will be twelve
feet longer than the present one. This
change is made necessary to accommodate engines like the 987.
Look out for Fever.
Biliousness and liver disorders at
this season may be prevented by cleansing the system with De Witt's Little
Early Risers. These famous little
pills do not gripe. They move the
bowels gently, but copiously, and by
reason of the tonic properties, give
tone and strength to the glands. B.
H. Briggs & Co. J. H. O'Rielly &
Co.

o

Lee Wood, a helper at the Alamogor-dshops, has the big toe of his right
foot pretty badly mashed recently by
a heavy spindle falling on it, several
bones being fractured. Lee has had
rather hard luck as helper, as it has
only been a few months since he had
the end of one of his ringers cut off.
Word has been received in El Paso
that F. C. Dickinson, who was an engi

o

F
The

H-- O

J

Company

neer on the Southern Pacific out of
the Pass city some eight years ago,
died in the City of Mexico of cancer
of the stomach. Mr. Dickinson has
been for a long time a trusted engineer
on the Mexican Central.
F. B. Clark, Wells Fargo

agent at

the local station, has resigned on account of ill Health. F. Q. Colburn, of
Colorado Springs, succeeds Mr. Clark
and took up the duties of that position
today. Mr. Clark is undecided as to
what he will do in the future.
No danger of consumption if you use
Foley's Honey and Tar to cure that
stubborn cough. Alvarado Pharmacy.
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....YOU NEEDN'T
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Owing to the Cost of Operation

and
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RUMOR

AGHAVED

'

Paul Morton, first vice president of

the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway, was in the city for a few hours
last evening, coming with a party of
railway men in a special car from the
west in the afternoon and leaving on
the 8 o'clock train for the east, says
the Denver Republican.
Mr. Morton said that the rumor that
alisorb
the Santa Fe is preparing-tthe Colorado & Southern, or parts of
It, was news to him.
He said the
Santa Fe's plans for the present wei'e
limited to the betterment of its present
lines and the improvement of its equip-

"I

do not look as

though I ever was
sick."a woman is sick she falls off in
When

This is particularly the case
when she suffers from diseases peculiar
to her sex. Not only is her strength
undermined, but she loses beauty of
face and grace of form.
It is characteristic of the cures of
womanly diseases effected by the use of
Dr. rierce's Favorite Prescription, that
with restored health there is a restoration of good looks. '
" Favorite Prescription " establishes
regularity, dries weakening drains, heals
inflammation and ulceration and cures
female weakness.
your medi"I wish to thank you for the good
Mae
looks.

W. Van Riper, president of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas railroad, and
his secretary, D. Frank Hall, passed
through the city this morning in private car attached to passenger No. 2,
en route east from a short business ment.'
trip to San FTanclsco.
"The general rise in prices has added materially to the problems of railNever Ask Advice.
roading, ' said Mr. Morton. "We have cine have done me," write Mr.
Ilrown. ot
When you have a cough or cold to pay more
Canton, Fulton Co.. Illn. "I wa troubled wi.h
labor
for
all
material
and
doctored
difwith
and
nevenil
wenk.
female
get
less
don't ask what is good for it and
along
linf, and rates remain the ferent doctor.. Thev did not urem to help me;
some medicine with little or no merit same. the
oil
I
time.
ulceragot
the
had
I
indeed
wont
Of course, we gain in the inand dinntaceraent of the uteni. What 1
and perhaps dangerous. Ask for crease of volume of travel, lioth of pas- tion
suffered no tongue can tell. I had heavy
Foley's Honey and Tar, the greatest sengers and freight, but
pain, and thought mv back wocld
prices
keep
if
bad drain, hut attet
kill me. I aim had a very
throat and lung remedy, It cures on going up we may have to advance taking
five "jotllea of ' Favorite Preacriition '
coughs and colds quickly. Alvarado rates. The expense of railroading Is and three of Golden Medical IHscovrry.' I am
feeling as well as ever. It has been almost two
Pharmacy.
a composite item, made up of Interest years and I have had no return of the trouble.
o
My friends tell me I don't look as though I ever
J. F. McNally, superintendent of the and capital, the cost of many different was sick."
Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Medical
Rio Grande division of the Santa Fe, classes of labor, and many kinds of
Adviser, reaper covers, is sent free on
If the price of everything
returned last night from Topeka where material.
stamps to nay
receipt of 21 one-cehe attended a meeting of the officials goes up, why the rates will have to be expense of mailing only. Address Dr.
to
or
Investor
increased,
return
the
the
of the Santa Fe. The arrangement of
R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
a new time card was the business of reduced.
"I do not think that there will be
the meeting.
any great movement of coal from ColoSWITCHMAN PULLED.
Spent More Than $1,000.
rado to the east, even though the
Neb.,
Plainvlew,
Baker,
W.
of
W.
strike continues. The east may draw As a Professional Crook at El Paso
wries: "My wife suffered from lung upon Missouri and Kansas for coal to
During Circus.
trouble for fifteen years. She tried some extent, and this will leave a disThursday a couple of night switcha number of doctors and spent over trict further east for Colorado and men in this city concluded that they
$1000 without relief. She became very southwestern coal mines to supply. In would go and see Buffalo Bill, says the
low and lost all hope. A friend recom- that way the strike is likely to affect El Paso Herald.
mended Foley's Honey and Tar and, Colorado. Colorado coke Is already
As they got on the train one of Chief
thanks to this great remedy, it saved going to Chicago in considerable quan- White's new detectives sized them up
her life. Sho cnjoy3 brUter health tities, but the difficulty is that the rail- as confidence men and followed them
than sho has known in ta i year3." Re- roads are short ot cars for its trans- to the grounds. When they entered
fuse substitutes. Alvarado Pharmacy. portation.
the tent the fly cop came up to the
"The car problem is getting to be tallest man and searched him and told
Most of ths men who weve Injured like
the currency problem. The nation him to consider himself under arrest.
in the wreck on the Grand Canyon
at times finds itself wtihout enough He then turned to the other switchroad recently are again on duty.
money to carry on its business, and the man, who was very neatly dressed and
find themselves looked like a stranger, and told him
A boon to travelers. Dr. Fowler's railroads at times
Cures without the cars they need. I think it him that he ought to be careful of the
Extract of Wild Strawberry.
dysentery,
seasickness, is all wrong for the government to company he was keeping and not asdiarrhoea,
nausea.
Acts keep gold hoarded up while the coun- sociate with such bad characters as
Pleasant to take.
try Is in distress for it. That is a mat- the other man. He told the cop that
promptly.
ter than can be reached by Intelligent they were both working together as
South vc i tern lines expect big re- legislation, but the car problem, I beWhen this
switchmen in El Paso.
sults from their colonists' rates to lieve, is with us to stay. There will statement
was made the cop arrested
bring eetllers Into the southwest.
always be certain times of year when both as being part of a gang of pickthere is more business than at other
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy Saved times. The roads cannot afford to keep pockets who were supposed to be following the show. As the cop got his
His Boy's Life.
a lot of cars standing on their side"I believe I saved my (nine year old) tracks nine months of the year, so prisoners outside of the tent one of
boy's life this winter with Chamber- they may be able to give prompt ser- the switchmen spied the trainmaster
in the distance, and told the cop that
lain's Cough Remedy," says A. M. vice during teh other three months.
was a man who could vouch for
there
Hoppe, Rio Creek, Wis. "He was so
"1 don't know much about the Colochoked up with croup that he could rado Fuel & Iron matter. I believe their Identity. The trainmaster was
told the cop who the boys
not speak. I gave it to him freely
that there has been some unpleasant- called and
until he vomited and in a short time ness between Mr. Gates and Mr. Os- were and that he would vouch for
he was all right." For sale by all good. The company is one of our big their honesty. At first the cop was
let his men go, but
druggists.
customers and we are naturally inter- rather reluctant to do
o
so. The trainfinally decided to
seeing
concern
continue
ested
in
the
Harry Alexander, the assistant gen
says that when the cop saw the
master
I
prosperous,
io think that the United mistake he had made, he could have
eral manager of the Albuquerque Eastern and Santa Fe Central railways. States Steel company, if it gets the bought him for a plugged Mexican
and his chief clerk, Porter Stone, were Pueblo plant, will restrict its produc- tlaca.
passengers for Santa Fe this morning. tion? I don't believe that the United
switchmen have been wonder
States Steel company wants the Colo- ingThe
ever
since what there Is about
Bronchitis for Twenty Years,
rado r uel & Iron plant.
Mrs. Minerva Smith, of Danville, 111.,
"The Arkansas valley in Colorado is them to make them look so much like
writes: "I had bronchitis for twenty now one of the garden places of the confidence men, and are thinking seryears and never got relief until I used world, and the travelers on our line, iously of resigning and going to New
Foley's Honey and Tar which is a who go mile after mile all day through York to consult with specialist Woodsure cure."' Contains no opiates. Al- a region which only a few years ago bury and see if they cannot get their
was almost barren, cannot fail to be looks changed.
varado Pharmacy.
impressed with the wonders which are
America's Famous Beauties.
It Is said that everything is cock- brought alout by irrigation in the
Ix)ok with horror on Skin Eruptions,
ed and primed for one of the biggest west."
blotches, sores, pimples. They dont
railroad strikes In history and that it
have them, nor will any one, who uses
Is likely to occur on the 15th Inst.
A Typical South African Store.
It glorifies
O. R. Larson.of Bay Villa, Sundays Bucklen's Arnica Salve.
Forty Years Torture.
or
Rheum
Salt
Ecema
face.
the
a
store
Colony,
conducts
To be relieved from a torturing dis River, Cape
can vanish before it. It cures sore Hps,
which
Africa,
typical
South
at
of
ease after 40 years' torture might well
from the pro- chapped hands, chilblains. Infallible
cause the gratitude of anyone. That be purchased anything
- to an anchor."
This for plies. 25 cents at all druggists,
"needleverbial
is what De Witt's Witch Hazel Salve
o
valley
a
nine
miles
did for C. Haney, Geneva, O. He says: store Is situated in
Apparently there is no limit nowaand
rialway
station
from
nearest
the
De Witt's Witch Hazel Salve cured
miles from the near- days to the capacity of cars, an Ohio
me of piles after I had suffered 40 about twenty-fivsays: "I am firm building a 2'.o,ihmi pounds car.
Mr.
Larson
town.
est
years." Cures cuts, burns, wounds,
skin diseases.
Beware of counter favored with the custom of farmers
Goes Like Hot Cakes.
feits. B. H. Briggs & Co. J. H. within a radius of thirty miles, to
" The fastest selling article I have
I
Chammany
supplied
whom
of
have
O'Rielly & Co.
berlain's remedies. All testify to their In my store," writes druggist C. T.
value
in a household where a doctor's Smith, of Davis, Ky., "Dr. King's New
Klrby
J.
H.
Mrs.
and child arrived
in Santa Fe from Denver and will advice is almost out of the question. Discovery of Consumption, Coughs
make that their home. Mr. Kirby Is Within one mile of my store the pop- and Colds, iiecause it always cures.
employed In the general offices of the ulation is perhaps sixty. Of these, In my six years of sales it has never
within the past twelve months, no less failed. I have known it to save sufferers
Santa Fe Central.
than fourteen have been absolutely from throat and lung diseases, who
A Dozen Times a Night.
Cough Rem- could get no help from doctors or any
cured by Chamberlain's
Mr. Owen Dunn, of Benton Ferry, edy. This must surely be a record." other remedy." Mothers rely on It,
W. Va., writs: "I have had kidney and For sale by all druggists.
lest physicians prescribe it, and all
druggists guarantee satisfaction or rebladder trouble for jears. and it
o
became so bad that I was obliged to
Trial bottles free. RegA rumor has been started at Pueblo, fund price.
get up at least a dozen times a night. Colorado, and apparently well found- - j ular sizes, 50c and $1.
1 never
received any permanent bene- ed, that the Santa Fe ia to raise the j
M. A. Low. general attorney of the
fit from any medicine until I tried wages of all empoyes at that place.
Foley's Kidney Cure. After using two It is stated that the business of this) Rock Island, is iu, El 1'aso to clone the
bottles, I am cured." Alvarado Phar load has doubled there in the last five, deal for the El Paso k Northwestern,
macy.
j the Rock Island's EI 1'aso connection,
years.
o
and which U conimmi:.v known as the
"DIAMOND ICE."
"DIAMOND ICE.'
Eddy road.
e

J.

y.
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of your shirt front if we have had Its
laundering to do we're as proud ot
our handiwork as you are of nice
linen. Money is a good deal to its
honest pride in good work even more.
your patronage and asWe
sure you satisfactory results. Special
rates on largo contracts for hotels,
restaurants and the like.

I1-

Imperial Laundry
Back of Pottoffica.
'.i
'

HIS FIRST PANTS.

f.ywTTlt
(carlo
'.

Our Specialty is Photographs of Children

Demtng ceeas one nnndred
new
houses to supply the demand, and
needs them now. This demand continues to grow.
Old 'Phone

152

J. W. Edwards

While at the fair be sure to visit

BUTIVIAN'S STUDIO
215 RAILROAD

New 'Phon

59.

We aLo make portraits of older children.

AVENUE.

Progressive Mortician and Em
balmer.
Open day and night. Calls are
promptly attended to.

I Also Sell Monuments

m N. Second
E.G. Garcia & Co

Office and parlor

...

CONEY ISLAND RESTAURANT....

113 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE.
THE DE3T RESTAURANT IN THE CITY.
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
MEALS AT ALL HOURE
REGULAR MEALS 25c
SHORT ORDERS IN PROPORTION.
We serve the best the market affords both in meats and
vegetables, and the cooking Is unsurpassed by any restaurant
in the city. Try us once and be convinced. On the principal
street, next door east of the St. Elmo salocn. The street
cars pass In front of our building.

Dealer

In

Sheep, Wool, Hides, Pelts
Goat skins
WRITE FOR PRICES

J

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

H. SHOEMAKER

JL.

West Oold avenue.
Next to First National Bank.

20S

Roswell Miller says that the traffic
Bone Found Near Tucumcarl.
agreement between the Milwaukee and
B. Clayton, while digging a well on
Missouri Pacific is not exclusive; that his claim Just east of Tucumcarl, unIs, either road can make agreements earthed some bones at a depth of twenty-seven
with any other road.
feet. Opinion is divided as to
n
whether they are the bones of a
$45.00 to Chicago and Return Acor a buffalo. When first taken
count Biennial Convention Republican from their bed the bones were soft, but
League, October 2 and 3. Tickets on on exposure to the air rapidly hardensale September 30 and October 1; re- ed. They must have been there hunturn limit October C. F, L. Myers, dreds ot years, as the land for a long
agent.
distance about Is prairie, so that the
theory of a wash cannot be advanced.
Now it Is the western railroad magnates that talk of doing away with ex'The Worst Form.
change passes. As usual the outcome
Multitudes are singing the praises of
of this annual talk will be passes.
Kodal, tho new discovery which Is
bo many Elck people well and
maklns
Foley's Honey and Tar cures coughs ) weak people strong by digesting what
and colds and prevents pneumonia. what they eat, by cleansing and sweetTake no substitutes.
Alvarado Phar ening the stomach and by transformmacy.
ing their food Into the kind of pure,
The papers again stata that the Den- rich, red blood that makes you feel
ver, Enid & Gulf is doing business good all over. Mrs. Cranflll, of Troy,
down in Oklahoma. It's a long way I. T.,wrltes: "For a number of years I
from Enid to Denver, but the promo- was troubled with digestion and
ters say that it will get into that city. dyspepsia which1 grew Into the worst
was induced to use
form. Finally
Kodal and after us In: four bottles I
A Word to Travelero.
The excitement Incident to traveling am entirely cured. I heartily recomand change of tood and water often mend Kodal to all sufferers from Indigbrings on diarrhoea, and for this estion and dyspepsia." Take a dose
reason no ono should leave home with- after meals. It cieEtc what you cat.
out a bottle of Chamberlain's Colic, B. H. Brigea & Co. J. H. O'Rielly &
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. For Co.
0
sale by all druggists.
$32.10 To Omaha tud return for na"Diamond ice," delivered In any tional convention Christian church.
quantity and at all times during the Tickets on sale October 13 and 144, reday. Southwestern Brewery & Ice Co. turn limit November 30. F. L. Meyers,
agent.
His Life in Peril.
"I Just seemed to have gone all to
Cheap
To Illinois, Indiana.
pieces," writes Alfred Bee, of Welfare, Michigan, Rates
Toronto,
New York,
Texas, "biliousness and a lame. back Pennsylvania, West Ontario,
Virginia. On sale
had made life a burden. I couldn't eat
2 and 3, limited November 4.
or sleep aul felt almost too worn out October
F. L. Meyers, agent.
to work when I began to use Electric
Bitters, but they worked wonders.
We make the best door and window
Now I sleep like a top, can eat any- screens. They are far superior to any
thing, have gained in strength and made in the east at the same price.
enjoy hard work." They give vigorous Albuquerque Planing Mill company, A.
health ana new life to weak, sickly, T. Telephone No. 403.
people. Try them. Only COc Alamogordo 4. Sacramento Mountain
at all druggists.
Railway.
Effective June 2ni first class passenMormon Conference, Salt Lake City, ger train will leave Alamogordo at 8
October 4 to 6. For above occasion a. m., arriving at Cloudcrott at 10:60
tickets will bo on sale at Albuquerque a. m. daily. Return train leaves Cloud- to Salt Lake City and return for $38.15. croft at 5:30 p. m., arriving a. Alamo
at V p. m.
Tickets on sale October 1 and 2 and gordo
Passengers for these trains can take
limited for return within sixty days. breakfast at Alamogordo and 5 o'clock
F. L. Myers, Agent.
dinner at Cloudcoft,
A. N. BROWN.
.
Subscribe for the Citizen.
.
3. P. A.. T2.
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New &!Second Hand Furnitur
Stovee and Household Qooda.
JKe airing a Specialty.

Furniture stored and packed for

shipment.
second-han-

a

DEVOE'S

1

i,

and,
Light Hearts,

::--

QuickasaWink!
An6 the SemanS

is sucb

6oubl

buy

if you can

Highest prices paid for
household goorla.

READY

--

MIXED

PAINT

Gallon covers 300 Square
TWO COATS

One

M

f

&

See ta 3 Prices

Feet

(at

1

See the Goods.

Single bugrjy harness $5.00 to $20.00.
uouDia ouggy narness, 915.00 to Z5.
X C and Brass Mounted, harness,
$15.50 to $20.00.
Team harness, $7.50 to $35.00.
Saddles, $7.00 to $40.00.
Boys' saddles, $3.50 to $7.50. '
Leather, Lap Robes, Whips, Horse
Blankets, etc., etc.

Thos F. Kololier

406 Railroad Ave

Albuquerque

?K0Oeoeeoeeoe
HOTEL CLAIRE...3,
SANTA

FE.N. M.

FIRE
PROOF,
ELECTRIC
LIGHTED. STEAM HEATED,
CENTRALLY LOCATED.
BATHS
AND
8ANITARY
PLUMBING
THROUGHOUT.
LARGE
SAMPLE
ROOM
FOR COMMERCIAL MEN.
AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN
PLAN

GEO. E. ELLIS,

isUKus;

!

d

Proprietor and Owner.

Light Pastry;

m

0
0

DENIED.

Light Biscuits;

.

0

O0OOOOOOO0OOO0ja00

Wages, Says Paul Morton.
CERTAIN

0

BE....

tbal

SP0oo0oei

The ICEBERG

. 212 W. Railroad
Avenue.
The finest linn nf t immr.
:....
All patrons and friends cordially invit,;v.
ed to Visit "Tha lrol,r.
I
'a- uui.u l
served every day.
STEVE BALLING,
Proprietor.

..j

A. E.

WALKER

FIRE INSURANCE

ft

Secretary Mutual Duildlna Anr.ia.in.
at J. C. Baldridge's Lumber Yard

Office

THE
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LOCAL PARAGRAPHS.

wound was thought at first to be serious, and fears were entertained that
the sight had been destroyed. Dr.
Grove attended th? injury at once and
It Is believed that the prompt medical
attention will save the eye.
Thomas O. Field, formerly a resident and blacksmith of Lake Valley, Is
now located in Kennedy. N. M., being
employed at his trade by the Pennsylvania Development and Improvement
company. The gentleman was here
today arranging for the removal of his
family and house-holeffects to Albuquerque this week, where he expects
to give his children the advantages of
first class public schools.

6

r
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TIME TO PAUSE.

Don't Keep Your Children In 8chool
You May be Sorry.
Don't keep your children in school
until you have their eyes tested, for it
Is a fact that children have been unable to keep up and graduate
with
their class for no other reason than
faulty vision.
Not knowing never having been
taught what normal vision is like.
they suppose they see as well as any
one and pass through school far below
the nverage in scholarship. Iheir poor
eight Is the cause of their being Judged
of inferior intelligence and they know
no better themselves. Give your child
W. V. Wolvln, D. n. S.. Dental Sur- an equal chance to obtain an
and if
geon Santa Fe Faciflc Bail-faI will test their eyes
Grant
block. Both 'phones.
glasses are not found to be necessary,
o
8. T. VANN,
no charge will be mnue.
POLICE COURT.
Doctor of Optics, with S. Vann & Son,
Jewelers and Druggists.
a supposed El Paso Crcok Gets a Sen- AUCTION.
ten:s cf Sixty days.
Thursday. October 8, 1:30 p. m., 418
weak-eyeFred r.'cr-a- n,
a smooth-faced- ,
v,an;".eirr mai'e hU appearance In North Fourth street, at the home of
police rcuit this morning under the Mrs. W. E.Talbot, I will sell the entire
charge cf vagrancy. Six'y days In the contents of her nice home at auction,
county ail was lii.s sha:c of the law. consisting of refrigerator. Majestic
utensils, handsome oak
range, kite-heWhen r.:r.:iited be bad a
j) containdining table, beautiful china closet,
oT rental Instruing an asso-taii-- rt
ments, a bock cn czvr.f-i'- . three shirts Singer sewing machine, five center tamr..'k(d Hilt, a fro' 1. coat of eastern bles, chairs, four rockers, wicker ware,
make, a c'.cr.tist a::ic.:: and a few other I'ouch, parlor sofa, tea table, three
trinkets. Ma:s'ial JV.MiMin notified heating stoves, three iron beds, matthe ptjrc authority's f.t El Paso, tresses, springs, pillows, c'.icfonler,
thinking that
might be In hi.ndsome hall carpet, four large velsome way connected with the robbery vet and Brussels rugs, four Smyrna
desk, lamps, house
of the valise containing dental instru- rugs, writing
ments stolen from Dr. Rhelmer at El plants, etc., also lot of chickens. Call
Paso last week. Marshal McMillin was and inspect goods Wednesday before
notified yesterday that a man was the sale.
'
If. S. KNIGHT,
hanging around a vacant house on
Auctioneer.
Fourth street. A policeman was stationed there last night and found
Cold Storage.
Morgan asleep In the house with the
completed our extensive Ice
Having
crip In his possessslon. He says the
we have plenty of cold storago
art tele a In the grip belong to him, yet plant,
are ready for orders from
room
and
he claims he Is a stationary engineer
desiring cold storage. We can
from the west. A stationary engineer those
any desired temperature from 50
causes give
carrying dental instruments
Southwestern
to freezing.
degrees
much suspicion among the police au- Brewery and .ce company.
thorities. He has all the appearance
o
of a well schooled crook. He also had a
Piccalilli.
small hand crowbar in his possession,
New Mexico Piccalilli made to order
a weapon that would answer all kind In any quantity by Henry Goetz, chef
of purposes. Although the police au- at Sturges' restaurant. Leave orders
thorities at El Paso have arrested one at 1023 North Second street.
o
man, who was trying to dispose of dental instruments in that city, it is claimSTOVE WORK.
ed there was more than one connected
Go to E. J. PoHt & Co. to have your
with the robbery. He will be In safe stove work done and get a good job by
keeping until the mystery surrounding competent mechanics.
the roblery can be cleared up.
Maria Chavez, a high Dyer of Old GENTLEMEN!
,
Call and examine our new fall sam-Town, was arrested on the charge of
lielng drunk on the street.
pies 2300 patterns to select from.
When
Our tailoring Is unexcelled. The
found she was lying across the sidestyle, price and quality, compels
walk in a helpless condition. She had
you to be our customer.
her choice between 10 or ten days,
and for one good reason accepted ten Nettleton Tailoring Agency, 215 8.
days.
Second Street.
.

Major Ernest Meyers returned this
morning from a business trip south.
Mining Engineer V. V. Clark and
wife were passengers north this morning.
W. n. McHatton. from El Pbro. la

Style 558

One of the many
NEW FALL STYLE3 WE ARE
SHOWING.
PLENTY MORE JUST
AS GOOD.
WE HAVE WOMEN'S
HEEL SHOES IN TURN WELTS
AND McK AY'S FROM $1.65 TO $3.50;

OXFORDS AND STRAP SLIPPERS
FROM $1.25 TO $3.00; ALSO A COM-

PLETE LINE OF SPRING HEEL
SHOES FOR WOMEN, MISSES AND
CHILDREN, AT POPULAR PRICES.
WE HAVE EVERY CONFIDENCE IN
OUR LINE AND WE BELIEVE IT
YOUR ARE
WILL PLEASE YOU.
ALWAYS WELCOME TO EXAMINE
OUR STOCK.

oooooooooooooooooo
O
O
MAKING A GOOD SALAD
oooooooooooooooooo
you want the finest oil you can procure, and also the best other ingredients. You may confidently count on
the purity and excellence of our olive
oil, mustards, pepper and other Bplces
.everything in fancy and staple groceries, in fact, and our prices are in
harmony with the market. We ask a
trail order.

J. L. BELL & CO.
Nob. 118

and

Couth Second EL

"Krippendorf"
Stamped on a shoe means standard of
merit; they have stood the test of time
and are known the world over as having the dependable features of a shoe:
8TYLE,
COMFORT,

DURABILITY.
New Fall Styles

Just Opened.

T. MUENSTERMAN
203 West Railroad Avenue.

here. He thinks Albuquerque the best
town In the southwest.
The two days old baby of Jose Garcia died yesterday afternoon. The funeral took place this afternoon.
Miss May E. Kraft, the popular
crhool teacher at Bernalillo, spent Sunday In the city and returned home this
morning.
Mr. nankin, superintendent of the
Ileaganza Mining company, of Tres-cotArizona, passed through the city
Inst night.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Neustadt and
baby are at Eos l.unas on a visit of
several days with'.Mr. and Mrs. Simon
Neustadt.
Ohde. the horse shoer lately of Kan-pa- s
City, will go to work for Shultz,
on Copper avenue. He was on duty
this morning.
Mrs. P. O. Cornish, wife of Dr. Cornish, returned Saturday night from a
pleasant outing spent'at different California resorts.
Mrs. J. C. O'Conner and James T.
O'Conner. registering from Delphi,
Mo., are in the city, and will probably
remain during the winter.
Scott Knight went to Raton last
night to meet his wife, who is returning
from a four months' visit in Oswego,
N. Y., and other eastern cities.
Miss Rica Ilaer. a popular young
lady of this city, who enjoyed the summer months among outside relatives
and friends, has returned to the city.
Mrs. Agnes James, of Santa Fe, who
spent several days In the city visiting
her daughter, Mrs. Dan Scruggs., went
to San Antonio, N. M.. Saturday night.
The city council will meet at the city
Some Important
hall this evening.
business is up for consideration and
every councilman Is expected to be
present.
Paul Kempenich came In from
to attend the Wild West show
and to enjoy a few days with his brother, Eugene Kempenich. He has returned home.
Deputy United States Marshal R. E.
Leatherman and wife left Saturday
night for a trip to the wonderful Grand
Canyon. They expect to be absent
from the city several days.
W. F. Dunspaugh, a well known promoter and underwriter, from New
York, arrived in the city Saturday
night on a visit to his family, residing
on West Marquette avenue.
The funeral of Clyde Wilson, the 12
year old daughter of H. D. Wilson, was
held yesterday afternoon from the
home, 1407 Sou. Second street. Rev.
Herman J. Powell officiating.
Col. Briggs, proprietor of the High-lonhotel, and bis eon, J. S. Briggs,
of Eos Angeles, Cal.. who is visiting In
the city, accompanied A. J. Frank to
Algodones this morning for a day's
hunting.
Herbert Brooks, who is In the em
ploy of an eastern company develop- ng a mine and erecting a concentrator
n the Magdalena district, is In the city
on a visit to his parents and to remain
until after the fair.
Eighteen inches of snow fell within
asy reach or Eas egas last rrmay
night, and snow can be seen in large
quantities all around banta Fe. These
two New Mexico resorts are experienc- ng an early winter.
United States Attorney W. B. Guil
ders returned Saturday evening from
hurried trip to St. Louis, where he
was called by the serious fllnes-- of his
father. He brought back the cueerlng
news that his father is improving.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Neustadt have
brightened their home by the addition
of a bright boy. Mr. Neustadt Is all
smiles today, but you cannot blame
him for there Is nothing like being the
proud possessor of a boy.
Dolores Padllla, Infant daughter or
Yacarias Padilla, of Grants, died of
cholera infantum yesterday afternoon.
The parents came to Albuquerque several days ago to visit. The father is a
well known ranchman of western New
t.
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in red, green or black, Cue to $1.50;
MONEY TOLAN.
red felt slippers 60c to $1.00,
children's
On diamonds, watcn'ea, etc., or any
good security; also household goods at C. May's Popular Priced Shoe Store,
stored with me; strictly confidential. 208 West Railroad avenue.
Highest cash price paid lor household
New goods arriving fast; something
goods. Automatic 'phone 120.
daily at The Economist.
new
T. A. WHITTEN. 114 Gold avenue
,
Demlng has a magnificent school
system.
CITY NEWS.
Demlng, the coming city of New
Mexico.
Statehood cigars, two for 25 cents.
Demlng, the railroad center ol New
Deming water 1b chemically pur- eMexico.
equal to Polan Springs.
Demlng.. the gateway to the best
Demlng water and pure ozone make
art of Old Mexico.
sU ug and healthy people.
Window shades in all colors and
No tuberculosis preservaline or colwidths at Albeit Faber's. 305 Railroad oring in Matthews' Jersey milk.
Demlng Is a great health resort-b- aa
Spocial on ladles' Taney neck ribbon,
no superior in climate for the cure
worth 35c, only lite, at The Economist.
troubles.
pulmonary
of
Mexican drawn worn In endless vamarke. on
Look Into Kleinwott's
riety at Albert Faber's, 305 Railroad
North Third street He has the nicest
avenue.
in the city.
In Demlng yon can buy lets lor $100 fresa meats
3
We are sole agents for Wheeler &
hlch will pay you lutf per cent in
Wlison sewing machines. Albert Fathai) itive mouths.
ors we are ber, 305 Railroad avenue.
lii Mexican orawn
Why buy high priced lots when you
Albert
showing a bis assortment.
can get them cheap In Deming now,
faber, 305 Rallioad avenue.
Demlng! l'av- - you been there? II with certain advance assured?
Aenpuitural lands in Demlng are un
not, you should j;- there for the big
tale of lots on the 17th ct this month. surpassed for fertility, production of
Detucg!
it if you fruits and vegetables oi an .iuub.
are looking lor a sale and paying inWe carry the largest variety of lln
vestment
oleums and oil cloths In this city
avenue.
In Dciilns another good hotel Is Albert Faber, 305 Railroad
enormous
to
needed
accommodate the
vjnerease of population.
60x7560x75.
; " ''
Fresh Cut Flowers,
City and return. Tick
York
Now
To
-'
IVES, THE FLORIST.
!..Pt nn sale October 1 to 3 Inclusive;
Women's felt
For cold weather:
return limit October 14. F. L. Myers
ce shoes, $1.23 to $1.50, women's felt Agent.
slippers, plain or with fur trimmings,
-t

Don't-overloo-
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Stetson Hats!
We have just received
the new stiff and soft
styles direct from the factory.

Derbies $4.00
The Eagle brand stylish g
to
derby only

$2.50
We have a full line of
TRAVELING
OUTING
HATS AND CAPS at very
reasonable prices.

E. L. WASHBURN I

s

Buy Insured Clofhing!
OCOCOCXDCOCOOCO

IT COSTS NO MORE

THAN THE OTHER KIND AND IS'ABSO-LUTELGUARANTEED IN EVERY RESPECT ANY GARMENT
NOT SATISFACTORY IN WEARING QUALITY CAN BE RETURED
TO THE MANUFACTURER AND A NEW GARMENT WILL BE
SENT TO YOU FREE OF CHARGE IN ITS PLACE. OUR

Y

HIGH ART FALL SUITS

edue-a-tlo-

d,

ARE REALLY MASTER PIECES OF FINE TAILORING.
WE
HAVE THEM IN ALL THE NEW FABRICS AND NEW CUTS-TH- REE
AND FOUR BUTTON SACKS, SQUARE CUTS AND ALSO
THE NEW
OUR
PRICES
WILL STAND FAVORABLE COMPARISON WITH ANYTHING IN
THE TERRITORY. SUITS OF THE HIGHEST CLASS
RANGE
FROM $14.00 to $22.00 AS STATED BEFORE
TWO-BUTTO-

d

DOUBLE-BREASTE-

INSURANCE POLICY I

A FREE

WILL BE MAILED TO YOU DIRECT BY THE MAKERS OF THIS
HIGH GRADE CLOTHING. THIS POLICY IS AN IRON-CLAAGREEMENT FROM THE MANUFACTURER TO YOU THAT ANY
GARMENT NOT SATISFACTORY WILL BE REPLACED TO YOU
FREE OF CHARGE. ASK YOURSELF IF ANY CONCERN COULD
SIGN SUCH AN AGREEMENT UNLESS ITS
CLOTHING WERE
SUCH IS OUR LATEST OFFER,
OF THE VERY BEST QUALITY.
AND WE ASK YOU TO CALL AND SEE THE GOODS.

J.Io;-jra:- i

oooooocooocxx

...SIMON STERN...
The Railroad Avenue Clothier
OCXXXXXXXXDOOCXXXXXXDOOOOa
5
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Wanted.
School teachtr for district No. 3, precinct No. 3, of Jaraleo, Valencia county. Address all communications
to
Christopher Scheele, clerk of board of
school directors.

1 0.

I

W.

& SONS,

HARDWARE.

j'

American Jewel Base Burners, Radiant Home Base
Burners, Cole's Hot Blast Heaters, Soft Coal
and Wood Heaters, Quick Meal Steel
Ranges, Banquet Steel Ranges
and Cook Stoves

FURNISHED

Good Overcoats.
have a large assortment of fall and B
Embalmers
winter overcoats for sale. Prices very
reasonable. Stock will be sold at these 1 20 Years' Experience in this City
prices for a limited time only. H.
Yanow, 209 South
street.
North Second St.
Casa de Oro.
Rooms with board; electric lights
and gas; hot and cold water In each
Special rates to permanent
room.
boarders; no invalids; No. C13 West
OMONEYIOLOAN
Gold avenue.
o
On dlamonda, watchea or any good
Call at the Cabinet saloon about 10 security. Great bargain! In watches
a. m. and get a hot free lunch.
of every description.
I

I

201-21-

MAKES OF

f

STOVES

o

bee-on-

REPAIRS

STOVES.....

"Undertakers

CLEANED,
BLACKENED
AND SET UP

1

A. M.

:4tw.

Tin, garvanlzed Iron and copper 209 South Second street, few doors
work, Albuquerque Hardware com pa.
north ot ncstotRe.
ny.

& CO.

C. F. MYERS and WM. MclNTOSH, Proprietors.

FOR ALL

STRONG

oocoxocooootyDoQ

E. J. POST

-
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THE MOST

' WjijHrJ

COMPETENT
MECHANICS

GOOD WORK.

PRESCRIPTIONS FILLED BY EX.
PERT REGISTERED PHARMACIST.

Carpenters' and machinists' tools of
all kinds.
company.

Albuquerque

Hardware

o

The thrifty buyer knows that the
"I.lon Store" is the money saving spot.
Where else on this green earth can
you buy the finest $1.50 men's shirts
at 48c The Lion Store.

Water Consumers.
Water tax is due, payable between
and Cth of month, at office of under
J. B. Wrangham, of New York, gen- Ht
signed.
AsEquitable
Life
eral auditor of the
WATER SUPPLY CO.
accompanied by his
surance socb-ty- .
wife, went to Helena, Montana, last
nitht. Mr. and Mrs. Wraugham have
been visiting in Albuquerque for some
time.
O. C. Watson, of the fire insurance!
firm of Paul Wunschmann & Co., after
a visit of a few days here, returned to
Santa Fe last night. .Mrs. awison ami
bright (laughter will remain as the
FOR ALL GARMENTS
guetts of her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Thos. Hughes, until after the lair.
the big gener
Abraham KeniponU-hOur stock of STANDARD PATTERNS will be sure to
al merchant i t Peralta, drove up to
meet your requirements no matter what garment you
the city today, and is mixing with the
merchants,
retail
and
local wholesale
intend to maVe. Visit our Paper Pattern Department.
Clifton Hill and wife, who were here
The November Patterns have just been received, showa few ilays or last wees ana wno ui-- ,
tended the wild west show, have re-- j
costumes, coats and shirts in special proming slot-sea- m
turned to their home at Isleta.
inence. We also recommend
F. B. Wolfe, of Eeadviile, Colo.,
writes to The Citizen, wishing to know
the address of any good real estate
man in this city. A marked copy of
The Citizen, containing an advertiseAt 10 Cents a Copy-i- t
ment of such a gentleman, was sent
lo Mr. Wolfe. The city press averages
is most practical in its advice about garments. The
letters a mouth askabout twenty-livagents
in
November number is now ready. To be had
ing the names of real estate
this city, and. In answer, a marked
only at the
copv of The Citizen is usually sent.
year
old
12
little
Miss Grade, the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Hopping, received a painful injury by being accidentally hit in the left eye
with a small stone. At the time of the
accident she was playing with her
couBins at her home on South Edith
street. In their childish play they
The
were throwing small stones.
Mexico.

POSTAL
PHARMACY
2 DOORS NORTH OF POSTOFFICE.
S. VANN & SON, PROPS.

PAPER PATTERNS

,

THE DESIGNER

GOLDEN RULE
Dry Goods Company

Albuquerque Hardware Company

Builders'

and

General Hardware

Cutlery, Guns and Ammunition.
HERDERS

niNERS

TENTS

WALL
WEDGE

AND WAGON COVER3.
AGENTS FOR SAVAGE RIFLE S AND CARBINES.
K0 WEST GOLD AVENUE.'

SUBSCRIBE

FOR

THE INLY CITIZEN'

;

